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This prototype of a guide for educational change

agents focuses on the roles and tactics of personnel employed in
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state and intermediate education agencies. Included is a compilation
of reports from recent users of three classes of tactics:
information, demonstration, and field agent. These tactics are
conceptualized as following an adoption/diffusion continuum whose
stages can be labeled, step by step, from awareness through interest
an4 evaluation to actual utilization. Change agent behivior is viewed
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discussed, and a table of indicators is provided as a tentative
guideline. In conclusion, some policy implications are briefly
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This prototype guidewA made positble by funds supplied'to the Laboratory
by the National Institute of Education, Department of Health, Education, 7'

. and'Welfare However, the views expressed herein are not nece4sarily
those of the funding source and no such endorsement should be, nferred.
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The stimulus for this preliminary look at tactics in educational R&D
diffusion came from Dr. C: L., Hutchins, formerly an Associate Laboratory
Director. One of the current Associate Laboratory. Directors, Dr. Paul
Hood, and the Laboratory Director, Dr. John K. Hemphill, made valuable
suggestions that improved the focus of the author's work. However, any
+laws or lacunae should not be attributed to theM. To the extent possible,'
the Laboratory would hope to revise these materials'fron time to time,
perhaps on an annual basis, and would appreciate receiv4ng comments, up-
dated information, reports, and field experiences that could be used to
strengthen the present entries and/or correct the obvious inadequacies
in this prototype version. Only by pooling the accumulated know-how and
real-world experiences of the entire educational community can we make
a sensible and lasting contribution to the improvement of education tor
11 children, 4.
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INTRODUCTION

Who needs a collection of change-agent .tactics? Probably
all those responsible for planning and diffusing r4search-
based innovations. Probably many who hold either staff or
line positions in state education agencies. Probably all
who.work in intermediate education agencies. And probably
many who set federal education policies. A conceptual scheme
is introduded that may allow the educational diffusion com-
munity to begin to analyze more clearly some ways of reducing
the gap between research and practite. Tactics, arranged
along a hypothetical continuum labeled "information," "de-

n monstation," and "field agents," are viewed as progressing
from the easy and relatively inexpensive to the complex
and costly.

This tentative work is an effont to merge marketing know-how .infor-

jkattori science, and some oethe early experiments in educational R&D

diffusion so that concerned educators can build on the accumulated experi-

ence, refine it, scour out the dross, 'd begin to build a knowledge ..

%

basOfor future work in this domain.

The change - agentry tactics analyzed in the following pages are dis-

cussed, as will be readily. apparent, from the viewpoint of the innovator

committed to reducing the much-publicized gap between educational research

and'development and actual school practice. Probably these tactics fit

.the perceived needs of R&D agency and state or intredOte educational

agency diffusion persannel more comfortaPly'than thlose of intra- system

change agents. But the lof.ter should findnost of the ideas and the

references useful as tvey 3t-ive to.hring'about self- renewal of the schools

that they are employed to serve.

The theoretical underpinnins.stem from Rogers' & Shoemaker's. model

(1971) of the innovation-decision oTcess (with stages progressing from

ef-

ti
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awareness through interest and evaluation to trial and adoption) The

change-agent role follows Havelock's (1971) set of "sender" activities:, .

inform, demonstratet.and, finally, train-help-service-nurture. We scarcely

deal here with use -system capacity or even with specific product charac-.

teistiest stnbe recent4Laboratory work jn that area is being reported''

simultaneously in Sikorski & Hutchins (fn press). Moreover, we deal

r

only cursorily with- sitive.rewards as a tactic, since no educational

case studies could b found 4 suOport anything but guesswork in areas
a

other than direct subsidy.

. \' Anyone who plans to make use of the notions outlined in this proto-

type should be cautioned that the state of the*art in educational diffusion

is still quite inchoate. None of the studies that has been uncovered to .

.

(

date is longttudinal. Few lasted more than 12 months. Very few document

v(

actual costs. The most careful studies have been carried out in marketing,
i..

.

advertising, and public opinion research, or in fields of social science

1

(psychology, sociology, etc.). Unfortunately, most educational experiments

in change agentry tend to ignore any type of cost-benefit analyais.

The entries that follow are grouped according to a conceptual scheme'

that moves from the. cognitive (dwareness, knowledge) end of an educational

change continuum on through the conative (conviction, adoption, utilization).

Accordingly, we begin :4ith information tactics (conceived as being imper-

sonal ), then moue: to deonstration tactics (seen as peosonal), and conclude

with field avlit.ta,-,tics (treate;1 cv. interpersonal). See Figure 1 for a

simplification of this hypothetical conti6"

9
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Impersonal

INFORMATION

simple and

inexpensive

a.

1: s

Personal

/ DEMONSTRATION

I

some risk,
moderately
difficult and
costly

receives
message in
print or via AV

(ALERT Sourcebook)

r L

Program)

is shown product/
process live or
via AV

(Kindergarten

Figure 1: Change-Agent Tactics

7

de,

Interpersonal

/ FIELD AGENTS

complex, risky,
expensive

tries product/
process, gets
help and service

(Main: A Course of

Study)
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This particular grouping seems to offer a. useful heuristic, in the

sense that we assume that a simple "telling" tactic will suffice to per

suade some administrators to subscribe to educational newsletters or journals,

some teacheryto renew classroom periodical bulk subscriptions, or some

librariads to purchase supplementary books in a given curriculum area.

Moreovei., we assume that "showing" will suffice to induce a subject-matter

specialist to purchase'a globe or wall map, a workbook.to accompany a

text, or a fpm to enrich a curriculum area. Finally, we assume that

when the product/process is totally untried, quite complex, rather expen-

sive, and seemingly risky, both the previous stages of informattion and
w.

demonstration will be required plus some additional "training" and

"helping" and "servicing" and "nurturing" byan experienced field agent.

We will discuss, in later pages, .some impTicatio0/6 ofrket seg-

mentation and product differentiation. Once these skills become part

the repertoire of change agents, they will begin to be able to match

available tactics to important product and user-system characteristics%

For now, we can only assume that an accumulation of many proven tactics,

with ample .xs..isources, ill be needed to assure installation and utiliza-

tion of complex, expensive, unfamiliar, risky products/processes that

do not readily "fit" the user system's present "capacity". and "willingness"

or are not accompanied by powerful positive sanctions (Havelock, 1971).*

Obviously a much fuller disct7Ission ,f some tactics would be possible!.

An entire handbook could be written on how one might most efficiently use

*

*Some questions nay be rai.ed, over time, as to the advisability of

inventiny and field-testing elaftrately engineered solutions to educational

problems that, when ready for diffusion, nose seemingly insup able

installatinn and maintenance difficulties.

4
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direct mail.in attempting to effect educationa1 change. BUt a number of

excellent books on direct mail have already been published; what is not

published is the accumulated recent experience of direct-mail practitioners

within the educational community itself. Since current direct-mail.know-
.

how isoinvariablv a closely. guarded "trade" secret, the educational change '4"

agent must settle for published reports that might be applicable to a

Orticular immediate problem. (For example, see H.H. Blumberg, C. Fuller,

& A.P. Hare, "Response Rates in Postal Surveys," Public Opinion Quarterly,

Spring 1974, XXXVIII, n. 1.)

On the other hand, for other entries we have very little useful data

at this moment (onside demonsrNtions within major urban school districts;

for example). Moreover, unless same concerted, cooperative data-collection

effort were to be launched to document every Significant federally funded

experiment in dissemination/diffusion, even the small amount of evanescent

information so far available will be irrevocably lost.. To paraphrase,

those who are prevented from even reading "historly" will. be condemned to

repeat earlier errors.

Anyone who finds these materials useful should probably also take the

time to examine two other Laboratory studies: "Promoting Change in Schools"

(Turnbull et al., 1974) and "A Study of the Feasibility of Marketing

Programmil for Educational R&D Products" (Sik?rski & Hutchins, in press).

Though' some overlap inevitably exists, the three publications can be seen

as interrelated parts of an emergent entity.

An oversimplified diagra will be found at the end of the paper

(pp.66 -671 and a list of selected referenLes is appended in an effort both to

enco.,rage additicnal reae,nj and study and to stimulate a search for and

unontiny of additional documontation.
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Finally, In terms of underlying philosophy, this paper presumes that

American society is not about to be "doschooled" and that federal funding

priorities will emphasize intra-system self-renewal rather than any sudden

or'radical school. reform. Individual change agents might prefer that this

presumption were about to be reversed, but practicality would suggest for

the present that we arezlikely to continue operating as catalysts to or

servitors of a bureakratic educational system that has shown remarkable

stability over time.

* .
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INFORMATION TACTICS*

These tactics include all those that can be.classified
as one -way the'awareness/interest/arousal
stage of the4doption process. Included are dirept
mair,"printed matter, publications, periodicals, dis-,
plays, electronic media, certain types of workshops/
seminars, computers, advertising, and publicity. Some
cautionary notes are offered as to suitability of cer-
tain tactics for certain purposes., Behavioral science
findings offer useful guidCines as Tell.

"Information" alone is unlikely to change attitudes--or behavior.

But the rich literature on information science, consumer behavdpr,

persuasion, and motivation research \does provide a number of generaliza-
,

tions that can be helpful to the eduCatione R&D community in its use of

information to reduce the gap between research and.practice.

Numerous tudies provide background on the detached worker (agricul-

tural or Ftlucational extension agent, the opinion leader,(indigenoui

community leader), the auxiliary-volunteer approach (PTA, homeroom mOther),

the lighted school (use of buildings after hours), and the mass media

(printed notices, mass mailings, newspapers, etc.) as applied to dissemin-

ation of educational information. In all 'f these instances it is impor-

r

tant to keep in mind the well-documented traits of selective listening,

selective interpretation, sufficiency of feedback, and scope (one-t,)-one

contacts provide intensity but are rarely economically feasible).

Fpr all of the information tactics to'be discussed below, certain

behavioral science assumptions may be applicare, such as:

*A user of only information tactics may also wish to consider a series of
utility, objectives, and cost questions arrayed in a later section ("Field
Agents," pr.49

7
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*the recipient should be invited to par;ticipite actively t

*effects of communication wear'ofi over time (cf. "sleePtic,effect")

*use only oneside of the argument ifhe recipient is--friendly (

*present the strongest arguments at the begffihirig-and/or end of the

communication

*explicitly state the conclusions (besure the 'ftecipient understands /
,.. /.=

whet he's, to do)
4

*pleasant distraction cat Olen increase effec!ivehess

*women are often more persuasible than men

*impressive logical arguments should be used with educators

'establi'sh high credibility - (similarity to recipient)

*emotiohal appeals are sometimes more effective than facto nes

Another set of assumptions that undergirds all/ the tactics to be

enumerated grows out of the information-processing,cha-racteristics of

educators (cf. Chorpess et Al., 19 8) who seem to obtain their informa-.
,

tion informally tcause they often lack time to study problems, tend to

focus on financi 1 aspects, and need to satisfy many gro40s. Lacking man-
,

,

power to get\a d sort information, they turn to colleagUes in their own

systemS, contacts at.professional meetings, fellOw administrators, etc.

Still, educators are clearly an audience that may be characterized as a

group of people frying to solve problems and that often follows'a

solving sequence that might be labeled in. market terms as awareness,

.liking, preference, conviction, and purdlase. information- seeking begins
a

when present behavior is felt to be inadquate; nonetheless, anything

perceived as "def,o change" will seem uncomfortable. Hence, R&D change

agents must differentiate between what the practitioner views as routine
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prohibit and what he views As "noveU1.0oblems.

Before declding on his tactics ("channeil0, the R&Q,communicator must

Aecideswhether his informatioh effort is one of screening seekers of infor-
.

matiOn,%selecting recipients of information, or boh He needs to know

thft attitudes of recipients -toward his`agency cthe."source"). He needs

. I

to decide whether'to package his 'message in the same format, with the same

words, for'all recipients. He must be prepared to handle feedback (or

response) after information ti supQied. He must decide for which items

,information will be supplied and what resources will be allocated to in-..

formation (vs. "demonstration," "agents," etc.). Most. important, he needs

to determine if he recipients are able ind/or willing ta pay for infor-

mation (and if so, how)--e.g., newsletters, MAgazines, journals, microfiche,

"tomputer service, books, etc. And, of coUrSe, he must evaluate his infor-

mation efforts: Are recipients satisfied? 'What did they do, after receiving

information?

So the.R&D communicator must review:

What is useful information?

Who most needs the information?

What kind is needed by whom?

How much? (Perfect information may:demand so much time and effort

that no decision ciA be reached.)

Followtng this revic4, thi2.cummunicator begins'his internal-'search

orocess:_ under what conditions can the'inforhiation by delivered to a given

audienceand whit are the most cost-effective ways of influencing practi-

tiunors with information? A the very simplest level of targeting the
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*formation, the cbmunicator in .education must differentiate amongfor

example, thecoliege, elementgrx school, high school, junior college, public/

4

parochial, proprietary, adult bdutation, and preschool marktt segments.

' Then he must also differentiate among funding agencies, school boards,

administrators, teachers, paraprofessionals, librarians, counselors,

trainers of teachers, ldgislators, parents, and so ori.

The'Early Childhood Preventive Curriculum Project in Florida looked

at its market this way:

Florida elementari & secondary schools

Only elementary

Only with 1st grade of a least TOO

pupils

Only those with 18+ pupils retained in 1st

grade for a least 3 consecutive years

Potential adopters_

- 1,945

- 1,458

- 544

92

92

Another standard type of targeting decision arises from renting g-a

mailing fist owned b; a reputable list owner. Suppose a communicator

want3 to use the National Council of Social Studies, mailing list. He

must consider (geographically.) whether he wants to eliminate itJkfureign

%
(non-U.S.) membershj,,, or names in certain sections of he U.S. Can the

list owner make other breakdowns (rural/urban/suburban; ell-to-do,!low-

ir,ome; class of,membership, etc. )? Does the list contain only current

paid-up members, r are some names cowptled and others "expires"? After

all these question, it.may he profitable to consider: subject area

(social studies): qrc.dc, !evel (high school); discipline (sociology); ability

leve !slow. learner); ani norhaos other categories in targeting the actual

lo

ci
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curricular fit sage sent .to thpeportion of the audience selected out of

the larger universe.

Ideally, the communicator- -in selecting tactics--would state the

objectives' in behavioral terms:

For example:
.0

"I wills deliver' by mail, a 4-pagd information message on Product

'X' to 170 of the elementary principals in the 11 Southeastirn 7

states; 30% or more of these will respond by postage-paid return

mail before February 17, asking for pee-eFamination copy .of

the teacher guide."

Prior decisions would have been reached, 'of course--the principal can make

such a decision on his own, infOrmation sent to a single superintendent

would not flow down to all the principals, the college preservice market

is not the best way to penetrate the elementary school clasSooms mail is

a medium less costly than personal visits to -schools, principals are not

averse to sending for teacher guides by mail, Product "X" will be useful

to this specific audience, its.merits are explainable by mail, the budget

can absorb giving away a specified number of gratis books, possession of

tht book by principals will lead to a desired outcome because an action

message inserted into the book will guide the recipient to.adopt Product "X",

adoption cannot occur without the teacher guide first being examined inside

the elementary sdiool building, etc.

Educators, by and large, are not used to paying for information as

an end in itself. Thf:y a-e accustomed to getting much of their information

free--ard schoolT, and tend to be deluged with information. Hence

few are willing to spend lar(;e sums to obtain "good" information--and very

11



few know the cost of not having information. jBotii the..military and-,in-

dustry, which know the cost of not having "good" intellige'llce, are willing

to pay for information.) Therefore, the R&D agency communicator would

probably be wise if he/she did not expect that a rational decision- making

process will be used by most of the recipients of the targeted information.

Nonetheles, whatever tactics may be chosen for whatever audience,

the R&D communicator should not forget that people learn actively.--and

that the information provided to that audience is one means of bringing

about a form of "learning." Hence, in, preparing any information message,

e

the ,communicator should consider each of these "learning" notions: inttrest,
7

repetition (e.g., visuals), clarity, learner motivation, small steps, con-

tent pertinence, and mixing fact and feeling. . #

With a few exception (e.g., direct mail) the information tactics. to

Pe considered are limited to gaining awareness and interest; many will not

lead directly to adoption If used alone.

One,further cautionary note. Almost no hard data on actual costs

of providing information will be found here. It would be possible--even

feasible--to obtain such costs, but very few R&D or state/iVrmediate

agencies seem to have compiled them. SinCe the personnel involved in

public information roles in Rducation carry out varied and overlapping

functions (e.g., kee[ing the a(3ency visible to the general, public, servi-
\

cng visitors and. general eta; 1 inquiries, Providing internal staff commun-

ications, etc.) and since nearly all. Are employed in nonprofit organizations,

there has been lirle cc opportunity to Lompile and cor,Ipare,

prci c;:! cost ficlurcs by task or by' product. If actual personnel

costs ie..re &vailable out-of-pocket expenses
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for printing, post+ etc.), the problem of actually tracking outcomes

at user sites would remain. If'the user's decision is giyen a total,

value of 100, was. the information camp.aign (that led to adoption of an

innovation) worth 10 points of tat total? Were 10 children affected by

the adoption,,or 10,000? And so on

O
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Some Information TaCtics Useful in Educational R&D

DIRECT MAIL: /

de The(cost of using direct mail may vary from a U.S. 'Postal Service 8(t

postal card, multilithed in\one color up to a four-color custom- printed

and die-cut envelope on coated stock withia four-color brochure, two-colo

. personalized letter, and two-color order card. The latter type of direct-

mailmail pack ge is uted extensively by ,.commercial suppliers in the'education

c
field; the efore, it can be assumed to' be cost-effective when the mark-up

i

on the product is sufficient to cover the cost- per -thousand.

\'

Whicbstype of direct mail will work best for educatibnal R&D agencies?

Here are soM)e pointers (but not "laws"):

*The quality of the mailing list is more important than the quality

of the mailing pact4ge.

L

*Cost per thousand includes postage; list rental; shipping and affixing

labels; sorting, ying, and bundling (if bulk rate); and other spetial-

ized operations in addition to artwork, graphics, paste-up, printing

or duplicating, folding, inserting, etc. Direct mail is not cheap!

(There is even a cost in receiving and processing postage-paid responses.)

*Time of year affects direct mail response rates. Schools make buying
%

decisions at a certain time of year, coeges at another time. These

times can be determined. Holiday teasons hurt direct-mail response

rates. Certain times will be propitious for certain offers, less so

for others.

*Affixing stanps (even commemorative stamps) is not worth. the extra

cost, as a gener,11. rule. First-class stamps on return envelopes or

14
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order cards have occasionally.made some difference, but they; too,

are very costly:

*Hard,sell copy will probably fail with trainers of teachers and,

other college-level educators. A factual, even,scholarly, approach

seems better sui:ed to-the'academic audience.

*It ialunnecessary to'oersonalize the message. Any college-educated k.

person is likely to sense immediately the difference between a per-

.

sonal letter and a "personalized" direct-mail message.

*Different direct-mail audiences have been preconditioned to certain
o

"trade'practices." College faculty expect gratis "desk copies" if \
4

44 \
a text is adqpted for class use; similarly they expect "free 10-day

examination' of scholarly professional or technical bOoks prior to

purchase or retu'r'n. School loersonnel expect gratis 'a teacher's desk

copy before even considering whether or not to adopt a classroom text.

*A "routine" or reasonably-priced purchase item can be sold efficiently

by direct mail--subscription renewal, film rental, single book, news-

letter subscription. 'A "novel" or expensive purchase item cannot be

sold efficiently by direct mail--multimedia teacher training package,

computer-assisted instruction, complex administrator training package,

set uf toys and filmstrips and manuals to train parents at home.

*Direct ma11 can also be used simply to provoke awareness and interest--

by mailing only a brochure or a self-mailer and suggesting some follow
1

up action other than a direct-by-mail purchase\ (See below.)

*Mailing lists made up of direct-mail buyers are more valuable than

mailing lists of non direct -mail buyers. The latter are more valuable

15
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tist to '14°
than lists of paid-up memberi Of an organition. Paid-up members

are more Valuable than .former membersje.g., fOrmerAbscribers.to

; t.

A journal). Inquiry names are of very 14ttle value. Compiled lists

(principals, superintendets, physical education teachers, etc.)

from direCtorie's may. be productive if the lists are clean, up -to -date,

and broken into meaningful categori es.
. 4

*Thanks to the computer, it is possible to mall to only portions of
e.

a listdemographically (purchasingpowerlocations, etc.).

*Any large list (10,000 or more names) should be tested first. In

4r4ering a test sample, the renter should be certain to specify a

spread over the total list--some from each region or state or what-
,

. ever. Don't accept only the,first batch in geo/alpha sequence --
.

Alabama, Arkansas, etc. A common way of moving ahead is to start

with 2,000 namet and then'test perhaps another 10,000 before going

ahead with a full list (especially when mailing to teachers). Ample

time must be allowed between tests to obtain and affix the next

batch of Mbels.

*List tests must be conducted long before the prime mailing "season"

so that the major mailing (if tests prove successful) is launched

at the peak buying moment.

*More than one product' can be sold in a single mailing--sometimes.

Only bytesting the direct-mail offer can the mailer learn if a

multiple offer will work well. This type otftesting must not be

confused with list tF.sting. Only one independent variable should

be introduced at a time.

16
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10 to" 'egg.'
*A simple way to verify whether or not the message is clear is to

ask someone in the intended audience to react to the "selling" copy

in draft form. A friendly critic out. ire the real WOrld can offer
.

f

keener criticism than someone inside the agency itself. And a sample

of one is probably better than a,sample tf none.

.*Re-order activity (if any) can be a significant ,indicator of, product

use.

*If products are offered on a free-examination open-account") basis,

more order's will be obtained at lower cost. If payment with order

is required, fewer orders will be received, but the high cost of

collecting receivables and of bad-debt accounts is eliminated. Only

large-volume direct-Mail operations are geared to screening orders,.

collection systems, etc.

PRINTED MATTER:

\N,

7

Printed materials (other than direqt mail wfljch solicits anorar

'by return-mail) can he delivered by mail or by hand.. By hand can mean any

method imaginable a hang-bag on the recipient's doorknob, a.stack of

.copies in a convention booth,icopies placed in faculty mail boxes, copies

passed out to those entering a buildingeor.hall, copies deliv ed by

t4agents one-to-one, etc_ By mail, printed materials cane ent via bulk

rate or as sngle upies via oriNted-matterrates. For bulk-rate, all

the mailing-list selection suggestions mentioned eaier would apply. .

Printed matter can he as siple as a single-sheet flyer that is

mimeographed or pJltiltned or as elaborate `as a four-color brochure or

17
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pamphlet printed on coated stock. Printed Matter is highly flexible--

the,same piece can serve many purposes for many audiences, alone or in

combination with other'items. It can be used to answer mail inquiries,

to satisfy visitors who want something to show colleagues, to enhance

the agency's image with various.publics, tohelp bring about adoptions,

to impress funding sources, and so on.

But rarely Will the producer know.if a particular piece of printed

matter was effective in achieving his specific objectives. The Wisconsin
. .

R8i0t5Center spent $22,000 on a mailing ffort that attracted participants

to a conference of potential adopters of the Multi-Unit School (MUS)* con-

cept; cost per confere6ce attendee was estimated at $44 after a two-stage

mailing effort. If the ipAtial goal was to obtain con'erence participation

at a cost no greater than, say, $50 per attendee, the printed matter sent

by mail would be rated "successful" in this case. If the goal had been.

to spend only $25 per attendee, then the effort would be deemed less "

successful. Such specific goals are rarely established in educational R&D

because the agency need not show a "profit" from the particular endeavor.

Tracking costs of printed matter is complicated further if the evalu--

ation is to be carried out in terms of product usage,. One of the MUS

conference participants might have adopted the innovation, carried it

now to his school district, andimplemented it so fully that it affected

favorably the education of 22,000 cnildren over a longitudinal period.

If
0

so, the original funds fei- printed matter sent by mail would begin to

look exceedingly cost-effective.

How 'fancy' sealid printed matter be? There is no single answer.

*See Appendix.
1 e
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A smudged and rumpled minieod call for action may ork in some situations.

A very elaborate (even slick) and colorful brochure may prove effective

ellsewhere. In general, the printtd materials should fit the image of the 1

product and the agency as well as the needs of the. audience. The headline

and opening paragraph may well be more important than the overall physical

appearance. Agency resources and/or quaptity required are likely to dictate

format.

A separate category of printed matter is the catalog (cf. Sears, Roebuck);

one of the most commonly -employed information (and sales) tactics used in

education. Every educational publishing firm, every media 'rm, and some

nonprofit agencies prodUce annual or semiannual catalogs tha .include

prices. Some are accompanied by order forms and/or order en elopes. Most

!,.... -1
are distributed by mail to customer lists, but others are delivered, by

agents, handed out at convention. booths, or made available to visitors to

the organization itself.

'Only in the case of mail-order giants (like Sears) is'every catalog

item tested for its dollar return against space cost. In the educational

industry, every available product is likely to be listed; regardless of

appeal, but items that have strong app61 or are new tend to receive con-

siderably more space than items with weaker appeal. Nonprofit agency.

co-:31°gs tend to treat all items equivalently.

A catalog's frmat may range from ore to four Aklors. from a single

3heet (unbound) to many pages handsomely bound, from small size to large,

etc. Librm-iars tend to file all catalogs received or obtained. 14,r-

..hasing department in lag-. scrool systems do the same. Curriculum

rt
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coordinators are another group likely to maintain catalogs on,file for
/JF

information retrieval.

Since the,commercial sector in education seems to continue to produce

annual catalogs--and if CEDaR, Inc., should discontinue production of its

product catalog (which is sold to users)--this tactic would obviously be

'one worthy of consideration by any R&D agency that has an extensive line

of products for sale. However, on a cost-effectiveness basis, a single

catalog covering ail research-based products (like the ALERT Sourcebook*

and its companion DireCtorv, now sold by Docent Corporation) seems much

more.useful to practitioners. _Similar information tools include the

NICEM reference works, Bowker's lists of textbooks and supplementary

book, etc.--all of which are, sold to users with regular updaVng or

revision.

School supply and college supply wholesalers also issue annual catalogs

in which certain research-based innovations may eventually appear.

PUBLICATIONS:

This category includes books, handbooks, monographs, and reference

sets. A book or monograph (subsidized or not) can be sold or given away

to individuals, schools, colleges, libraries, parents, ani the lay public. .

Books may be published by T!&D agenLias themselves or through professional

o:-gani:ltions and/or cunlecial publishing firms. Such reference tools

Books in Print, Subject Guide to Books in Print, Publishers Trade List

terry' Mert.,eLplace, Writer's Market, and other annuals make

any extensive disctissn of th!s topic superfluous.

*See sample eitres reproduced in Appendix.
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At least one R&D agency began by giving away handbooks fOr educators

in unlimited quantities. Later, after arrangements for access to the

Superintendent of'Documents had been completed, all these public-domain

handbooks became available throughthat'source. All are still in print.

Some have been reprinted by other agencies with the same text but.with

ne4 Lovers.

To arrange such government publication, it is only necessary that

the government-funded project order and pay for produttion of a given

. handbooks, or monographs at the Government Printing

Office and, it. the same:time, fill out a form requesting that the Super.-

intendent put tne item on sale. The price to users will be quite reasonable,

but no sales records can usually be obtained. Hence actual impact wilt

be difficult to measure.

The information purveyed by books and other similar publications may

lead to awareness and interest--and perhaps even adoption. However;, even

when a book or handbook is-entirly devoted La a single research-based

product (cf. The Minicourse: A Microteaching Approach to Teacher Education

or A Guide to Securing and Installing the Parent/Child Toy-Lending Library),

it wilt be exceedingly di,fficflt for the sponsoring agency to state that

.Any 5.pecif4c anoptions we're effected by readers of that publication.

Two f:ommon diwients for books and monographs (as contrasted to

catalogs er brochures) eioui(-1 be prestige and durability. A broChure is

easily disposed but a publication tends to have a life proportionate

to iHvel cw;t and "quality. Books and monographs tend to be

etiu.s, whereas "advertising" materials often tend

21
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to be scorned. But there remains the question as to what audience the

sponsor wishes-to reach; Americans, as a nation, 4o not read many books--'

and schoolteacheA and administrators. as a whole are reputedly not readent

of R&D-type material.
,4

So, again, the publication (as the vehicle of communication) must

be shaped to the habits and inclinations of. the audience on whom the R811),

agency wishes to focus.

PERIODICALS:.

Newsletters jour ls, newspapers, and Magazines make up this category.

Journal articles focused on single research-based products can be written

and some will, in 4ue course, be published if they meet the criteria of

the profession.. More "popular" articles can be written for educational

magazines (remember the publication of "Why Johnny Can't Read"!) or even

for general magazines. They can be staff-written or ideas can be planted

with free-lance writers. Education writers for newspapers occasionally

will pick up news material; women's page writers or Sunday supplement

writers can be enticed by lively feature ideas. Newsletters will sometimes

print news items.

An R&D agency or a state or intermediate agency can produce its own

priodical, such as CEDAR Report, Education Recaps (EllS), Urban Review (CUE),

(LCS), SMEAC Newsletter (ERIC), and others. It is 'very unlikely

that such a periodical can break even if it mails copies only to paid sub-

scribers. Parochial publications rarely prove profitable.

Placing a journa! article is likely to offer Several benefits: pro-

ssional satisfaction For the author(s); visibility for the agency; and

22



response from some professionals.

'Arranging for publication of an article in a mass medium may offer

other benefits; visibility .for the agency; active 'responses from a poten-

tially large audielice;.some of which will presumably lead toward possible

adoptions*; inquiries from all sorts of diverse groups--seekers of eTploy-

ment, potential dtstrIbutors, new funding sources, etc.

A newsletter item, if price and source'are cited, can,lead to both

inquiries Wand adoption (both of which .can be Summed) and to an unmeasurable,

amount of awareness (or even interest) among subscribers to and readers of

the newsletter.

Any,,R&D agency or other educational organization that solicits news or

feature stories in periodicals must be 'prepared to Cope'with-the predictable

response--anywhere from a:handful of Rhone and mail inquiries (plus visitors)

up,to a deluge. Outcomes at either end of the scale entail a cost which

can be computed. And tyre .agency's message(s) to-the inquiries (or orders)

must be planned and targeted if informatipn is c be disseminated usefully

and economically.. First-class mail can be very e pensive!

,

Some periodicals sell reprints or will grant reprint rights. An

education agency :.an thus obtain inexpensive handout materials if the

oriiiir1 article was predominantly favorable. (A proper copyright notice

r publication credit invariably appears on such a repriAt.)

rj

*; roman's Day feature article (on the Parent/Child Toy-Lending Library)
Nrflten by a free-1,;r:e writer caused an PAD agency to respond to more
than 3.000 indiv'ciAal pieces of mail. The agency still does not know

if 3ny of rr.atev-ilis i L N-aileo to those who wrote to the addresses cited

in tree wa(ozintl, afAuelly bcgan to use' the product, in full or in part.

"Z:3
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DISPLAYS:

This category may include everything from .a multimedia traveling
4

exhibit to a simple black-and-white poster.. Costs will vary accordingly.

Again the key decision is: who is to be reached with what message for

what reason?

The major documented experiment with i'traveling R&D product exhibit

has been well docUmented by Sarbaugh (1973). Twenty-four'perCent of the

'visitors filled out forms asking for more information,,but it is qUiie.

unclear whether the agencies to whom these req sts were later sent were

either able or willing to service these reques s. (The exhibit sponsor

had not provided them funds for this follow-up.) Mean viewing time for

each of the modular multimedia units was four minutes. Sarbaugh's scale

probed for such outcomes as "taken action" or"think about adopting";

his principal finding seemed to be that potential adopters, who use po

single source of message to gain their information, viewed the accompanying

"consulting session" (specialists were on hand for discussion groups).as

having a strong impact on their subsequent behavior. His findings thus

raise serious questions as to the role played by the exhibits per se in

providing information, especially in view of their obviously high-produc-

.

tion, servicing, and shipping costs.

Convention exhibitssome equally as expensive -- continue to be a

significant factor in the budgets of the commercial sector. However, the

.:osts of convention attendance* must be partitioned to cover personnel,

travel, housing, entertainment, printed materials, samples, etc.--in addi-

tion to the display itself and the'space rental. Clearly few commercial

*See cost warning under "Field Staff" discussion in u later section.
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firms simply rent space and leave their displays unattended; the informa=--

tion value would be 'minuscule if,they did.

Posters as an information medium for research-based innovations seem

almost valueless, despite their low cost. A billboard or a poster demands.

a very succinct; quickly grasped message--a qualification that just about

eliminates educational innovations. Then even if the message were well pre-

rented, can information be well transmitted via bulletin boards in school

buildings? Key information on bulletin boards is presented commonly via

!ymeod notices; why should an R&D.agericy seek a "fancier" channel? A simply

printed (perhaps oversize) list of workshop dates and places, a bulletin

on forthcoming training institutes, a calendar of events--these are the

uses for which posters seem useful and cost-effective.*

It also seems important to determine, before producing a poster, who
V

,will be expected to affix it to what surface for what audience. Even then

the question will remain as to how to verify that some percentage of poster

viewers acquired the information intended for their eyes.

ELECTRONIC MEDIA:

. This category is so broad--and, in some areas, so new--that this

crier review is certain to be totally inadequate. Consider the Telecopier,

already delivers infomation instantaneously across the nation; it

ca:1 tr .flswit anything wriaen, printed, drawn, or photographed. 50,000

or more businessrlen now usr it, but probably no educator yet does. Con-

sider which some ed:_g.atonal researchers use fairly extensively

arA soile 1-cictitori:-,rs have ric:ver tried once. Consider closed-circuit ETV

*posters seen a reasoilobl.v 'ective Nude of recruitment. For example, $785

sent for posters Prodd:ee eiigible applicants for an Experience-Based Career
orowaul oL %3E, :orr,rated to $157 tier applicant for radio spots.

25
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. which is used extensively in certain school districts and not at all in

others.

Perhaps the beit overall view Of information tactics that employ

such modern media is one that recognizes that the recipient must haVe

access to and be comfortable with the medium. A film projectorwith a

burned -out bulb won't provide any information at all--untilQa
4

is found and installed.

Since major studies af.ERIC and other educational information systems

:have been conducted and reported, this analysis will -simply bypass that

topic except' to syggest:

*There is little evidence of teachers or even school administrotors

making extensive use of either the microfiche or hard copies.

*Much of the information accessible through ERIC is presented in a

language and a format that does not correlate easily with search

behavior of school personnel.

*The quantity of-school- (practitioner - )related information' that may

eYist in ERIC is probably overwhelmed by information that seems

more remote from classroom needs.

Educational television (cf. "Sesame Street," "Electric Company")

'1As proved a powerful medium, but not for disseminating information about

'products. One agenf:y.r:xperimented with two underfinanced educational

TV experiments (1957-6r, only to discover that few (1-2-) in the potential

iw-enda viewirq audience were watAlinu the prugrams. When a hahlbook was

offered free: v\r" few requevts were received. Evel tree ipan

of sowe of the (Ndce frrim the original taped pugram) did
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little to increase the spredd Of information about R&D activities-in

education. * (Another filmed byproduct, from a CBS-TV program pon the DISTAR

reading program, has been used extensively in workshops. to genprdte in-

terest in and .adoption of that R&D product.).

local TV stations--and occasionally network stations - -will cover

education events if they are (a) newsworthy and (b) easy to film and

record fairly rapidly. However, the general_public would not be expected

tr.., sit through a TV explanation of a research -based tiroduct that would

be sufficiently detailed to enable some educators within that viewing

audience pu acquire enough information on ivithich to base an adoption

t

decision.

Radio call in programming has not been documented for educational

R&D. There is no reason to expect that it would be superior to the present

uzes of closed - circuit ETV.

Programming via satellite has been tested in a few areas. No known

i6stances of dissemination of R&D information. via' this medium have yet

come to:light, out sponsors of the Applications Technology Satellite plan

to train some teachers in career education and reading during the summer

of 1974.

Telepnonc 'ot-lincs nave been tried in some specialized .situations.

1,2;Aer:e confrence dre pven'41ore frequent. Ho documented out

-.Jmes have been reporte.

tne most common information media is filmstrips with accompanying

s,,:Ls with tapes. A well - documented study

dev!cnre,,t of suci filmstrips and tapes for R&D information
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purposes can be found in.a case study on the "Elementary Science Informa-

tion Unit" (ERIC ED-043-515). Innumerable researchbased products use

this medium as an interest-stimulator,Introduction to users, or.advertising

tactic. In each case the product itself could provide almost as full

information to users without the. filmstrip-tape materials but the extra

expense is justified as being useful to generate interest, provide an

"active" learning dimension, or supplement. whet is reported in print.

Sometimes the AV component is provided solely as a promotional technique

. to recruit a grout). of preservice or inservice personnel for the decision-

making.or training activities of the productoitself.

Audiotapes alone have been used to provide information--replicas of

speeches, recordings of conferepces,'special-interest messages, etc. It

is generally assumed that cassettes can be. heard on site anywhere in the

U.S. whereJa0pcation is occurring. And cassettes are relatively inexpen-

sive and easy to distribute by mail.

Film (16mm sound) is one of the key information media in education.

Nearly every building that houses education has--or has access to7-a film

proSector, and the same( films can be Played through film loops on TV

channels. Film is expensive to produce--from $500 to $.3,000 per minute.

But film is relatively easy to transport by car or bus or mail--from place

to nlace; also its informational impact has been well researched and

reported.

Many R&D agencies have produced informational or interest-stimulator

films that have been ,,hown at conventions, professional meetings, teacher

and administrator workshops, PTA meetings, community service meetings,

28
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and so on. Few if any studies.have attempted to track the actions of

vi-ewers:after,they have;left behind their opinions of the event itself,

but the mystique of film, informational technique has not diminished.

nor has the quality and ou6ntity.of films made explicitly for _informational

purposes. Since. these films are ckstomarily shown free, their value to

the viewing audience can be'estimated only through survey and interview

techniques -and even this typd of feedback, is rarely obtained by R&D or
A

"other'edUcation agencies after the product has been developed and released.

WORKSHOPS:

One of the most widely used tacti this category encompasses every-

thing from, the building-level faculty meeting on up to the traveling

seminar. Richland (1965) reported on the SDC traveling seminar and a

subsequent follow-up conference intended to facilitate dissemination of

educational innovations (ERIC ED-026-741). Five AACTE workshops are re-

ported (in ERIC ED-048-134) but they were "supplemented" by a media package*

to help disseminate knowledge and understanding of the workshop's focus

on elementary teacher-training models. Workshop participant comments

are suliviarized as having "extracted much information."

Longitudinal evaluation of what participants do as a result of attend,

iiq lectures, seminars, and workshops seem to be astonishingly scarce.

The report cites: a set of 35mm slides with audiotape and script; a 16mm
black-and-hite 30- minute film with 16pp. text of a speech; a copy of

speech plus an audiotape; a 45-minute videotape plus a 95pp. printed

speech; 16 transparencies and a copy of a speech behavioral objectives

each component; and project papers printed in book form.

29



But if participants pay their own4ravel andbiper diem expenses,.and if

registration fees cover any out-of-pocket expenses for the presenters,

the - Workshop tactic can be viewed as a cost-effective way pf.stimulating

awareness and interest:

By any account, in view of annual educator meetings as the n tional,

,regional, state, and lotalAevels, this informatfbn'tactic seems to be

frequently used and perhaps not grossly inierior to mass media i ow cost

per impression. Nevertheless, a communicator should, try to.estimate the

/
time and other resources expended in order to arrange for sponsorship of

and/or partieipatioh in such informational workshops and should try to

ga4e,.at least informally, what impact the information thus provided may

have on attendees' later behavior. Educators have a seemingly insatiable

demand for free information, possibly becauSe the seminar format so closely

approximates that of the formal classroom

COMPUTERS:

Perhaps the computer should have been categorized with the other

electronic media cited earlier. But the computer's cost-effectiveness

in disseminating educational R&D information has been scarcely tapped

other than in computerized ERIC searches.

As computer terminals become more widely available in educational

settings, a cost-effective means of providing practitioners with selected

R&D information, on demand, will become feasible. The consumer's profile

is already stored,2n many a mailing-list computer tape--where he works,

when and what he buys, what type of learners he works with, his purchasing

30
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Power, etc. Gertainly these data could be interfaced with what he'wants

to know about research or research-baseckproducts. The major question

remains: will the educational information-seeker be willing to pay for

such rational information?

ADVERTISING:

Probably a nonpr'fit R&D agency will avoid any advertising (other

than "help wanted"), though institutional or public service advertising .

might not be inappropriate in certain circumstances. One &D organization

did try a $650 ad in Grade Teacher which produced 759 requests for addi-

tional information, but no data have been provided to show how many actual

product adoptions occurred thereafter. Another agency is experimenting

,(

with a $275 advertiseme,it in a journal, with a hidden mail-order offer

buried in otherwise "announcement-type" informational copy, but rho results

will be available until Fall 1974. Little advertising for research-based .

products has appeared, but moet'of that has been placed by educational

publishing firms to announce new products acquired from nonprofit R&D

agencies under federal RFC' procedures.

Simehow the "Ifili=71N" of a nonprofit R&D agency would seem to be tar-

nished if it engaged in any really forceful 4dvertising campaign*; further,

the Pature of the conplex R&D products thus far produced suggests that

id.vertising woid not be lik9ly to be found cost-effective, even

f it somegay b,2:ame psychologically acceptable to the educational pro-

fs;ioh. Any strorq performance claim on behalf of an educational product

*F (r' th dIstisjon of cost per thousand readers, scheduling,
nrot:Prred position, etc. is 1)urposely mditted here.

31
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tends to be questioned by tiniversity-based professionars, since all_ too

many claims.by educational publishers have in,the past seemed.improbable.

'CM

PUBLICITY:

This tactic goes hand-in-hand with many mentioned earlier, if only

as a precipitating device. A public information officer must have con-

tacts (or at least a card file in which to locate contacts) that will

enable him/her to activate o.ne or more of the preceding tactics. A clever

idea for a photographic feature pops up--what free-lance. photographer

nearby is looking for an assignment? An educational magazine asks for

feature-story ideas--what product or activity fits thepublication's in-

terest? A publicity release seems called forwhat's a lively lead, when

to release, how many to mail? An unusual event is about to occur--which

columnist might run a paragraph on it and do educators read that column?

A nationally prominent legislator is to-visit the Agency--would local TV

Stations find that newsworthy? And so on.

The role of the publicist is well documented; no review is needed-

here. Most of what happens in educational R&D,lacks news value, but

often feature material can be made interesting to writers, photographers,

eoitors, oild other media otekeepers.

again:, cw;ts are difficult to track. Perhaps public relations

ir.;;st r.!,;,6in a cir,ch-all category* covering publicity, community relations,

lijency gc!)dwill, entert.ainment for visitors, speechwriting, annual reports,

onl so .)r. But d tetAl budget for personnel and resources (including com-

mu:iic(stio,)s) ,ezp:ired :r order to assess fairly the "value" of the total

uhlcity' eFftct.

*rye Pni'lp LesieV ked.), oibilc Relations Handbook, 3d ed. , Prentice-Hall.
ulifts, 196,..



, Summary

From the behavioral sciences, R&D communicators can gain many useful

indicators--for example, individual consumer dissonadte can be reduced by

.adequate information (Holloway, et al., 1970) and individual readers recall

advertising selectively (Starch, 1966).. But in the R&D field they can

quickly learn at firsthand that many messages aimed at organizational

decision-makers are inept or inappropriate--or both.

ask:.

So for each information tactic considered, the communicator should

Is the goal of the information: to maintain institutional visibility;

to increase the user organization's knowledge; to change attitudes of

groups within educational organizations; to complete single sales or

build repeat sales; or to change immediate and/or subsequent behavior

of the recipient organization?

Once that question has been asked--against a framework of "What do we know

about information tactics in general ?." and "What resources are now avail-.

able?"--the task of selecting a set of information tactics will prove much

less mystifying and even offer a promise of some targeting success.



DEMONSTRATION TACTICS

An innovation miy require more than a "telling" tactic to
arouse interest among intended users. "Showing" and even
trial usage under controlled conditions may lead to adopt-
ion and eventual full-scale utilization. Three types of
demonstrations are discussed: at the user's own site; at
a central site to which visitors-are invited, and at invi-
tational conferences/workshops. Several case histories
are cited, along with lessons learned from those experi-
mental situations. Further study of the tactic is also
recommended.

DemonstratiOn falls at about the "interest arousal" segment of the

educational change continuum, though it could easily be placed further

along toward the "hard sell" segment if the demonstration itself were

carried out by a "pitchman" whose goal wasto close a sale right on the

spot. However, commonly this tactic is used as a hands-on experience

just prior to the trial or adoption stage of decision-making, or as part

of the trial/adoption process itself. .

Selecting the target audience for a demonstration is closely allied

to selecting those to whom direct mail or catalogs will be distributed.

However, demonstration can prove more effective as a change tactic if

only because information sent to schools is frequently not forwarded to

the personnel most interested or most concerned (Donley et al., 1965).

Moreover, most edikatibnal tnnovations require group decision-making, so

it is rarely productive to focus only on an individual teacher or adminis-

trator (by mail or by other means). School personnel, being almost con-

stantly busy, have little time to analyze, evaluate, or modify innovations;

their decisions tend to be made on impulse and feeling rather than on a
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rational basis (Johnson, 1969). These-factors must be kept mind in

-deciding how to preselect attendees for a planned demonstration. If only

one person is to attend from a school district: the district saperinten-.

dent is likely to make the selection--but wilAhat single attendee be .

the most malleable from the viewpoint of the demonstrator, or the most

likely to be an opinion leader when returning to the .district, or simply

someone who had no pressing assignment at the moment and could be freed

without disruption on the firing line?

Characterisitcs of the innovation must be matched with characteristics

of the adopting unit (Sikorski & Hutchins, in press) for maximum effective-

ness.* Hence, the planner of a demonstration must recognize that if he
IP

has a new "product class" he will be placing a heavy burden on theinformatio*

processing capacities of the intended user (Howard & Sheth, 1969). When

the product/process to be demonstrated is the first of its kind, it will

be especially difficult to demonstrate because the potential adopter has

no well-defined criteria to*use in making a judgment and is likely to per-

ceive the change involved as one entailing high risk. To offset this

obviously disadvantageous situation, the demonstratorjias certain assets

he may be able to summon. First, a problem-solver is likely to respond '

favoraLly to someone perceived as a competent source. Second, a social-

:n the audience is likely to respond to one deemed as attractive.

ihir, .roduct/process may be depicted expressively and not simply as

r,?warding, thus capitalizing on its symbolic attributes.

Finally, "newness" itself is .often an adoption/purchase stimulus if the

*For 2,.;
teachel,,

, ;-navioristic, tightly-programmed Minicourse training of
undccebtable to school-district philosophy in certain localities.
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vpraducz /prUCeS is not displacing something

Drawing ,upun the marketing domain; the demonstrator.in education can-
.

.use testimonials from a normative reference group and/or a comparative

reference group in Order to overcome inertia, fear of disapproval, And
.

other well-documened opposing forces (Engell:et al., 1967). But selection

of participants. at demonstration is still probably the crucial variable*:

the'goa.1- should be to convertthose who are untommitted or already leaning

toward change, rath)ar tirn dissipating effort on those..dedicated to the

status quo (Robertson, 1971). Creating "needs" is perhaps too difficult

a task for the educational demonstrator; he is likely to function more

successfully if he already has an image of trust or progressiveness

the audience at the demonstration. High credi4flity is'a composite of

competence, power, trust, and likAbility. But-high credibility alone won't

lead to change unless some client predisposition already exists. Target

segmentation** teaches us that audience homogeneity. can enhance the visual

and social display that characterize educational demonstrations of infre

quently adopted, high-cost products/processes. :Screening out, in advance,

those for whom the timing is wrong (e.g., their current funds are already

committed elsewhere) or who are negatively predisposed should be a sine qua

ron for the successful demonstrator. Some major city school districts,. for

excriple, reduir.? tfiat all items. purchased by scnools be on a list of per-
4

nur'alases; to demonsV:Ite a product not yet on the approved list

will ';imply he counterproductive, unless the purpose of the demonsteatioh

to obta:n a listing.

*Ancter r,e variaLle th2 skill of the demonstrator; a third is utility
of tne innovation itself.

";he aopiies to clu'ztet infj and classifying those who seem similar on
relovrt 1'riler!1 (r"g., axle to use and likely to use product/

Lam..
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If the demdnstration stage Is viewed aeorie aimed at awareness, the

,

tactic involves explanation and descriptionboth of which can be carried

out by.information tactics (discussed earlier). If the audience has already

been screened down to a group that has expressed interest, then market

segmentation has already begun and more targeted tactics such as hands-on

demonstration can be employed. It is important to recognizethat some

adopters remain at one stage longer than'others,so the more homogeneous

the audience, the more clarity on critical attributes can be obtained

'(Zaltma 1965, chapter 3). In sum, if the demonstrator "'knows" the moti-

vations andsocial perceptions of the audience, it-will be easier, to make

the innovation being demonstrated appear compatible* with' e'Potential
,

users' cultural, social, and socio-psychological attributes. (Thio, 1971)

Oy ,emphasizing drily certain advantages and benefi4.

t

*"Product differ'entiation" suggests that users adopt the same product /process

to satisfy different needs.
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IreeTnessfTtDemonstration Useful in Educational R&D

USER SITE DEMONSTRATIoN: .

A commercial vendor or a nonprofit

developing an adoption of new curricula

trict, will sometimes, at little or no

sufficient classroom materials for a t

7-'4,64-.4:

development agency, desirousof

materials in a major school dis--

x ensE to the user system, .supp

-

demonstration of the new prod ct

on a one-month up to a school-year basis. The purpose is to assure collec;

tion of intra-system evaluation data and,to encourage intra-system decision-
.

makers to agree to more extensive installation and utilization in the near

future.

Such demonstrations have been fairly ccalmon in the form.df pilot tests

within large school systems (principally urban) that insist on trial of.

actual products/processes before accepting them on approved lists for

purchae by school% within the system. Commonly the vendor must supply

ail needed materials for this tryout; the purpose is to establish that

the innovation will perform as claimed under operational conditions. It

is possible that no research evidence exists on this type of demonstration;

for even though the individual agencies may amass their data across sites,

comercial organ'izations will be unlikely to publish the outcomes in any..

lipiprofit RYA a9encies may use field-test sites as a demonstration

seed-hd in hopes of speinq a Droduct/ process spread throughout the user

syste!. at a later port. !owever, if a field-test site takes on a demon-

stratinr role, tro test chta are likely to he suspect and/or the test design
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may be contaminated by the presence observers and by th need

eXplanation-rather than actual,use under "normal" conditions.

A.,single commercial installation ("piloting") withipa large school

district may be planned as an inducement to encourage later purchase for

other school sites within the district. The cost of the experimental

materials (if not paid for by the user system) can always be built into

the overall cost of the product. For the nonprofit agency this option is

much less likely, since nonprofit demonstration activities have, to date,

been funded principally by the federal government and have tended to be

placed at sites accessible not just to a single user system but to all .

comers.

The objective of this demonstration tactic is probably eventual

adoption by that single user system,for all or most of its classrooms.

The physical act of demonstration is intended to shorithat the product/

Process is pi-actical for and applicable to those who view it--for later

use in their own classrooms. Though such demonstrations are, by nature,

quite parochial, they seem well suited to complex innovations that require

careful longitudinal evaluation and are aimed at penetrating an entire

school system.

However, a cautionary note is required for this type of demonstration

and the others described below. In terms of what little is known or

documented, demonstration centers alone (without follow-up procedures)

have tended to be primarily an awareness device, with as little as 10%

of the audience influenced toward major change and only 2% totally adopt-

ing the demonstrated program (Lapan, 1971). Viewers are inclined to

4 0
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.'adobt ;parts , rather: than t: of :the_ p : 4UttVpeocet $ they _Savo_demOn at-ed,:.:7. 2

but we have found no 'longitudinal studies that have looked at the s

behavior of those mho did not act rathir promptly after viewing demon-

: cstratio.

[

bsequent bI %'.\

DEMONSTRATION CENTERS:

This types of demonstration has

research-based innovations (for exao

1972), including some beginnings Of c t benefit ,analyses. .Individually
/

.

Prescribed InstruCtion (IPI), Oe LRDC/RBS model that successfully employed

een well documented for certain major
/
le, see Hutchini& Dunning, 1973; SWRL,

an experimental school / development- demonstration school / pilot school /

,demonstration school concept, is a classic example of a long-range effort

to make this tactic the key to diffusion of IPI (Jung, 1972). IPI mathe-

matics (see AppendiO, for example, was developed originally at an R&D

.center which used a single elementary school nearby for its preliminary

tryout. Then another school was selected for demonstration/development

Purposes in the same school district, atthe same time serving a training

function for staff in other demonstration schools. Four other demonstration

schools followed, all in a fairly compact three-state area. Several thousand

visitors were hosted in five demonstration schools during one year, resulting

in many schools implementing IN outside the demonstration network. However,

no 'data are yet av,.ilable on the cost per visitor or on what percentage of

those who viewed demonstrations actuallyadopted the IPI materials or sought

training in their utilization.

:q a ;:ne-year project SWPL operated Information Resource Centers (IRCs)

to deliorist-dte its irdergarter; Program (see Appendix). to visitors at sites

41
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located in five major school district's. Four (or, in one district, three)

schools were selected, as IRC demonstration schools in each-of-the five

particio4ting school dittrictt. Kindergarten Program (KP) orientation,

briefings were available for visitors, who were then able to meet with

teachers and administrators and to observe KP in use. Visitors also re-

ceived.handout materials (pamphlet, information sheet, etc.) to take home

after their visits. Audiovisual aids (films, filmstrips) described the

various components of the KP.

Predictably, September and June showed very few visitors, but the

volume built progressively during the period from October through Hay.

Visitor objectives, as recorded on comment sheets,. showed that "general

information" ran far ahead of the second and third items named--"evaluate

KP for use" and "observe reading :instruction in kindergarten--the tallies

being 549, 310, and 246 respectively. ."Classroom observation' was the

specific activity that. visitors foOnd most'valuable, with "flimsy ranked

second and "coordinator'S orientation" ranked third.

Some 1,500, persons visited the Ilits,of whom nearly 1,460 represented

school districts whereas about 130 came from colleges, publishing firmsA,

research organizations, etc. The estimated cost per visitor was $120, but

only a small fraction of visits can be directly tied to specific sales"

(SAL, 1972, p. 34). Given the present state of the art, the authors con-

clude that instructional product demonstration in use is still "prohibitively

exnPnsive." For "even with all imaginable cost trimming and volume incre-

menting, .Jot-ocr-visitor would still be high" (o. 33).

Anotner major demonstration effort for Minicourses (see Appendix),
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carried out in the Same school year (1971-72), is repotted in Hutchins"'

Dunning (1973), though no cost figures are shown. Approximately 5,000.

visitors to demonstration sites viewed teachers undergoing inservice.train-

ing with one or more of five.Minicourses that are built upon microteaching_

and videotape feedback. (Estimated cost pee visitor was $60.) The project

report indicates that estimates derived from a random sample of demonstration

site visitors would suggest that 41f the visitors would use a Minicourse

if it could be borrowed from an intermediate. agency and that about 10% of

the visitors had already secured and used a Minicourse at the point when

the sample was studie t three-fourt4s of the way through the contract

period). Another 15 indicated that there was an "excellent" chance they

e 'would do so in the following school year, Demonstration site directors

estimated that 17,000 teachers had used or would use a Minicourse as a

result of the demonstr tion effort.

The major sites. ere established by various agencies (a college, a

state education agnecy, an urban county school system, etc.) in key metro-

politan areas. Other floating sites were opened in various geographical

areas and then moved on to other regions after a pro-month period of opera-

tion. A single cooroinator was responsible for each of the demonstration

activities (up to five sites per demonstration project, ooerattng simultan-

,:.ouslv); the Overiti; project. report concludes that the skills of the person

conductl!ig demolstrations are critical to success. "Personal confidence...

onthusiaw.. .talent (3,; a public speaker...knowledge of formal and informal

'wofessional cc.lounirotioll notwoks.. understanding of the function of a

der.:onstrati.-,n"--t.hc-t, word emerge clarion-like from the report's pages.
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The authors assert that an aggressive marketing approach-is called for if

the coordinator is to succeed in-reaching out to entice visitors to learn

about the/innovation.

Ano er finding: "Demonstrations (of this kind) are probably more

effectiv in creating awareness and a general 'feeling' for the quality of

an innovation an they are in imparting specific information about costs

and impl mentation re uirements" (pp. 35-36). Observation: "Direct mail

is a usefu method oralerting people to demonstration sites."

To repeat, demonstrations are expensive on a costoer-visitor basis.

They require much lead time for.planning. And each project coordinator

and each site manager must possess (or be provided with) an array of

marketing, advertising, promotional, and publicity skills.

CONFERENCES:

If. the conference/workshop tactic is used simply as aone-way lecture

presentation, then it would be categorized under the earlier "Information"

category. If it is used elling" tactic, with participation and

interaction throughout, then it can be considered as another "Demonstration"

tactic. According to Klausmeier et al. (1972), the developers of the Multiunit

School (MUSl* have,successfully used the one-day awareness conference

technique (with participants recruited via direct -mail solicitation).

They recruited 386 conference participants by mail. These participants

(in five geographic areas) provided 204 post-conference questionnaire

responses, with 44 indicating that they had adopted the product in 60

schools. Thirty-four no,-adopters, asked about future plans, indicated

*See Apnendi...
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that they would implement MUS at a later date. The study indicates a.

costper conference attendee of $57.71 and suggests that these costs are

"quite reasonable" (p. 19).

Another conference/workshop tactic was tried for the ALERT system .

when it was still in early field-test form. sik workshops were scheduled

in varied settings under diverse local spontors, with the local sponsor

handling the mailing of invitations and all local arrangements. ,Sponsors

included an inner-city college, a professional organization, a university,

a state teacher organization, a university Continuing education division,

and an.urban graduate teacher-training institution. The minimum he

count for the six sites ranged from 29 (in a snow storm) to more than 80;

the project director estimated'that 400 mailed invitations,would be re-

quired to recruit 100 conference attendees: Approximate average cost to

run the demonstration, prorated on a per attendee basis, assuming cross-

country travel by two demonstrators, was estimated at $5. Only 87 of

enthose who attended the hands-on demonstrations indicated on questionnaires

filled out at the end of the meetings that they intended to purchase,

suggesting a cost per "sale" of approximately $100 for a prodgct that, in

its final- form, is sold commercially* at $9.95 (Rosenau, 1971), The pro-

ject ,,ad ne way of estimating the impact of its demonstration efforts if

hi-) product had been ready for use at the time it was demonstrated and

M attendees could have been provided with precise ordering information.

A-!ditional types of workshops might include summer NDEA training in-

!ASL drive-in and fly-in conferences, and publisher-sponsored

w:)rks'ions which ne,; curricular products are demonstrated to invited guests.

4;%Drndiv were duplicated from the publ shed ALERT
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Essenti lly,,what the interactiveconference/workshoP tactic provides

is a technique or conveying information and creating awareness/arousal for

a large groJp of preselected pirticipants in a format that permits adjust-

ments to thefregion or locality, the fluctuations of weather, variations in

.

time scheduling, and a cost/benefit ratio that can be as low or as high as

the sponsor wishes. Further, the conference/workshop tactic fits well into

accepted school practice, making recruitment of participants-relatively

easy if careful preplanning is carried out.

Packaged conference/workshops may be made pOssible by use of film,

'phones, educational television, video cassettes, or other technological

media. Films offer a one-way "workshop" meiium--especially those created

to demonstrate an innovation in use--since films can be transpoi:ted inex-

pensively from place to place. Cable. television offers a powerful demon-

stration mode, and perhaps the satellite experiments of the 1970's will

signal another technological alternative. All these tactics seem to

offer a*low cost per demonstration that seems ideal for interest-arousal

but lacking in any hands-on experience with'the innovation itself.

One as-yet untried tactic would be some form of packag'd, transpor-

taDle simulation experience that would enable users to experience a low-

low-cost tryout of at least part of a large, complex innovation.

a ta(:tic would-scTm ,..pens'ive if used by only a limited

number of participants, but it might become cost-effective if widely utilized

over time.
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Summary

Personal demonstration is a tactic for which e can locate some

specific case histooies and some realistic cost paraleters. As a tactic,

ircan be used all across the .decision-making spectrum, through it seems

1

to be almost invariably preceded by some form of informa on dissemination

and quite often followed by some form of interpersonalclos re. Additional

studies will be required to document the extent of utilizatio that actually

occurs as 4 direct outcome of school personnel attending andparticiOating

0 a demonstration activity at which an innovation is shown and discussed

interactively.

Many national professional organizations (e.g., NCSS, ASCD) create

opportunities cor.vention registrants to visit local schools where inno-

vative programs ar's ;n ontration. ',Some formal study of the impact of these ,

activities on adoution/rojection decisions seems urgently needed, so that

the "cost" of those visits can be compared to the larger studies cited here.

Simi!arly- it tould be useful to examine the "selling" potential of the com-

mer-.ial salesman's ta,_ti; oF showing prospects his employer's latest innova-

tion ;0 use in nearby setting.

"Deronstratior" seeols to be occurring, in short, even without federal

,6u agevL)os w tc' state education agencies. But the principal

demonstration effort in 1914-75 will-clearly be the ESEA Title III (Section

"r``6) develor:cr/oroill,tr,Itor., state farjlitator, and adopter/eplicator

Drojectr, t) 1,1 July, millions of dollars in federal funds

are Loing ,,,orimittP!d to u oationwide experiment.
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FIELD AGENTS

Ihodgh the role of the nonprofit educational field agent
is a relatively new one, that of commercial salespersonnel
has a long, recognized history. The two roles, though

'superficially similar, have several major differences, as
outlined here: The field-agent tactic comes, obviodsly,
at the trial/adoption/nurture stage of the diffusion
process and is.charactArized by maximum interpersonal-
behavior and flexibility. Needless to say, the field
agent uses all the previously discussed tactics to some
degree, depending on perception and analysis of specific
product/user configurations.

In any discussion of field representatives, whether nonprofit educa-

tional "extension" agents or commercial salesmen, the same series of

questions probably apply in determining the range of activities of field

personnel.

A. Utility to the User

Who is the user? rPr

What dnes he want/need?

Has he asked for help?

Has he used anything similar before?

How does he usually acquire new prodicts/processes?

How much trouble will he meet in buying/renting a solution

being offered to him?

Will ha find toe solution worth his effort?

How do we know?

B. Objectives, of the Effort

That are we trying to do?

Is the oroduct/process we're promoting well developed, well

puckagod, valid, reliable, economical, useful?
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To whom? How do we know?

What would happen if it weren't even mentioned to the user?

is it similar to other.products/proceses being offered to

potential users?
1

What key questions must be answerld before the 'user system can

adopt the new item?

Can someone inside/outside the user system provide technical

help with implementation?

Is its usevital to the user Organization's survival?

Are other products/processes of the same type likely to be

ready for users in the next few years?

C. Costs to Do the Job

What real costs (time, personnel, out-of-pocket expenses) will

be required to assure use? (By what percentage of potential

beneficiaries in the user system?)

aWhat costs (real or hidden) will the user incur?

What proportion of the user organization's total effort must

be devoted to assuring use? (Is that expenditure of effort

justifiable in terms of other priorities ?)

Can any of the anticipated costs (rental, purchase, replication,

distribution, evaluation, etc.) be eliminated or reduced?

What will it "cost" the user organization (in prest4ge, potential

funding, momentum, morale, etc.) if the idea fails totally?

What will it "cost" the educational community if the innovation

does not perform properly?
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If 'the bist modes of use seem prOhibitively expensive, are .......

.

1
%,, ,.

there shortcut's' or revisions or unbundling posstbilities '.

.

,.-
that might surmount such obstacles?

If information is disseminated to .0otential users, what are

the consequences of arousing interest?

EsSentially, every field agent must be concerned with such dichotomies

*characteristics of a product /process vs. 'what users want

it to be

*price vs. ability to pay

*convenience of adopting vs. accessibility of other alternatives

*communicability of attractiveness vs. receptivity to such

communications

A field agent must know the dimensions of the "market" within which

he/she is operating. 'Eor,example, the Association of American Publishers

projected for 1971 a $900,000,000 market for educational materials, broken

down roughly as follows: \

$500 million - eleMentary and high schools

25 million - standardized tests

380 million - colleges

Average per pupil expenditures for 1973, by category, were estimated at:

S 7 -'elelentary

11 - secondary.

40 - higher education

Per pupil averages come to $8 far text materials and $21.50 for non-text

riaterials. What is more significant to the private sector are such data as:
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20% of school districts enroll 80% of all pupils

50% of college,e4ollment is in only 10. states .

Districts enrolling between 2,500 and 12,000 pupils lre

usually the most innovative (Knowledge Venture Group, 1973).

Rogers & Shoemaker (19 offer evidence on change-agent success:

*success is positivel' related to extentof change-Agent

effort (p. 233).

*success if positively related to client orientation, rather

4, than to change-agency orientation (p. 237).

*success is positively related to the degree to which the

project proves compatible with client needs (p. 233),

(They also recomr. A selection of change agents. who resemble clients, so far

as possible.)

*success is positively related to the extent the change agent

works through opinion leaders (p. 243).

*sUccess is positively-related to change-agent credibility

in client's eyes (p. 245).

*success is positively related to the change agent's efforts

to increase clients' ability to evaluate innovations (p. 247)._

The major advantage of field agentry as'a tactic is that field perSonnel

can segmept the market and differentiate the product an a daily basis.

Agents can work in depth in those segments they are able to penetrate and I

can meet multiple demand schedules; at the same time they can work for a

horizontal sKare of a broad generalized market. None of the other tactics

offers thi% degree of flexibility. Field agents also can employ backward

segmentation when they note the ways members of user groups resemble each

other.
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stSt tart AVAltABLE

Agents can feed back to theinemployers local "style" fads and trends

to gUide future design plans, whereas the information tactics cannot. An

agent can provide service and adjustment on the spot, can report on compet-

itors' position and behavior, can report product deficiencies and strengths,

can report on user adoption behavior, can report on state regulations'and

local school-board matters, and can make suggestions on product packaging,

P' personal "selling" techniques, etc., based on facts obtained in field

) situations. Finally, due to the interpersonal role, the agent can pay.

attention to the attitudes, values, and behavior of individuals within the

nschaol organization and work to overcome the difficulties faced by decision

, makers when they struggle to "disconfirm" current practices (Johnson, 1969).

1
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TWO TYPES OF EDUCATIONAL FIELD AGENTRY

FIiLD,AGENTS (non-advocacy):

This non-commercial tactic involves a role that is by no means cleat,

Agents probably must be subsidized if they are to serve a'S process helpers

and resource linkers, unless the role can be developed sufficiently to

,incorporate the notion of paid consultants to user systems. "Extension

agents" have been viewed as providing technical assistance, helping those

most in need of change, delivering impartial information to those by-whom

it is needed (from sych information systems as ERIC EPIE, ALERT, SRIS,

DATRIX, etc.), and carrying out social marketing* iasks. They tend to -

work with a reciprocal public (those user systems interested in the orgotp-

tion represented by the agent, when that organization is also 'interested

in those user systems), rather than with "sought" or "unwelcome" publics

(Kotler, 1975).

The table below suggests some of the "publics" that may be served,by

* field agents representing,either R&D organizations or public education

agencies, with an approximation of relative emphasis of agent' time anti-effort.

allocations.

Sa

*Social :iarketers offer no single panacea, but rather suggest or create a
variety of products and services that advance social objectives (Kotler

Zaltman, 1971).
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Principal Contar.tsb with

Public schools
Private schools
State education agency
Universities
Intermediate agencies
Preschools
Teacher organizations
Administrator organizations
Professional associations
Community colleges
Church and youth groups
Proprietary schools
Teacher - training institutions
Educational media
Mass media
Local media -

General public
PTA
Government agencies
Legislative
Non-university R&D community
Local school boards

$01 094 INS'

R&D SEA. or Inter -

Agency . mediate Agency

V
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Serves Secondarily

Serves Only On Demand
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The nonprofit agent role will depend on whether the employer organiza-

tion intends to serve clients highly responsively, casually, or unresponsively.

In the former instance, the role demands keen interest in learning needs,

preferences, degree of satisfaction achieved, etc.; here the agent will, I. #

systematically collect information, encouraging inquiries, complaints,

suggestions, and opinions and adjusting behavior accordingly (Kotler,, 1975).

One effective transportable training program has been developed to

cover one part of thiS type of agent role: The Educational Information

Consultant (EIC). The self-contained training, already available in one

format from the University of California's Extension.Division, covers

response functions only (not outreach). A linking agent can learn to transfer

knowledge from the resource (researchers and developers) to users (practi-

tioners) through skills of negotiation, retrieval, transformation, communica-.

don, and evaluation (Banathy, et al., 1972).

Possibly this packaged effort is as far as the nonprofit sector is

likely to go in the foreseeable future, since such agencies rarely can obtain

funds to study their publics formally and funding sources,have historically

seemed uninterested in the problems of target marketing. Recent work in

this area has shown promise, ,but no large-scale experiments in naturalistic

settings have been conducted to date.

A three-state pilot program using field agents for educational exten-

sion work has been fully documented by Sieber et al. (1972), Mick et al.

(1973), and others. Sieber characterized the effort as a "highly successful

tryout" that "needs improvement." One-third of the clients found the

information they obtained from agents "very useful"; almost twice as many

respondents felt that personal assistance had been useful. The Sieber
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analysis suggests that clients may have endorsed the service .because it was
sz

free 'anal they did not with to see it curtailed. The .evaluatort Alto7felt

that field agents should be Yocated in intermediate agencies (regular
1

resource center, intermediate education districts, county offices, or large

district offices), with lOcal consultahts being available to help the agents.

One agent would evidently be needed for 300 potential clients. Important

role aspects seemed to be: status as an outsider; a repertoire of change-,

agent skills; ability to follow up; and monitoring by a federal agency.

The person filling the role should ideally:

*be non-authoritarian

.*be patient

*be tolerant of delay

*have a low need for ego-aggrandizement

*like meeting people.

*think and speak clearly
ofr

*not act as a missionary for a particular practice

*be adaptable

*be orderly.

The study also recommends a team of agents--one with administrative lack- ,

ground and one with teaching background- -plus support services. Overall,

the.nonprofit field agent seems to occupy a quite uncertain role when con-

trasted to the commercial salesperson (see below).

,Closely allied to the extension agents, though recruited differently

and left mainly to their own devices at the conclusion of preliminary

training, are teacher associates (e.g., Social Science Education Consortium)

or social studies field agents (Marker & Me:flinger, 1972). According to
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SPEC, the quality and effectiveness of teacher associates has been "high,"

with'a "substantial and demonstrable impact on their school districts and;

in many cases, on broader constituencies."*

The social studies field agents were recruited specifically into a

one-year special training program at Indiana University; they then returned

to their local districts to disseminate information about new materials and

to try to get others to begin using those materials. The study suggests

that the field agents "developed a trend, an atmosphere, and enthusiasm

that will continue in following years whether the field agent is there or

nut" (p. 128). The study's lessons for the future include:

*Field agents should represent power positions.

*A full year is not needed for training.

*Headquarters staff should visit agents two or three times

per school year.

*Well-developed inservice training programs are needed by field

agents.

*Trained personnel will be lost due to mobility.

Skilled trainers might serve, in one sense, to fill a part of the role

of field agent, though dnly Man, A Course of Study (MACOS) ** has been able

to establish this complex role thus far. MACOS trainers/consultants (called

"International Faculty") are available in many parts of the country to provide

information and (as pa'd :wtivities) technical assistance and inservice training.

*A recent spinoff from the SSEC training activity is the formation of
Educators for Social Studies Improvement (ESSI), P.O. Box 2217, Norwalk,
Conn. 06850.

**See Appendix.
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A groul, of experienced consultant; (called regional training repre-

sentative0 is also available nationally to lead training workshops in

Research Utilizing Problem Solving (RUPS), thus serving as de facto change

agents when their services are called upon. Trainers for the Parent/Child

Toy-Lending Library can be found in some areas, again on a paid-consultant

basis.

The same role has been played heretofore, without charge to the user

or trainee, by field representatiyes of several nonprofit R&D agencies. At

least three such agencies have operated field offices at one time or another,

for varying periods, to extend the reach of R&D products/processes. Both

field-test sites and actual product implementation have been sought through
--t

this tactic.

Another well-established nonprofit field-agent role has been that of

staff members of intermediate and state agencies, operating with state and/or

federal funding and supplying materials at or below cost. Title III centers,

RISE, BOCES; county offices, etc., provide well-known examples of this

tactic. (A one-year "state fAcilitator" experiment is being launched in

July, 1974, under the auspices of USOE, funded by ESEA Title III.) State

'agency staff, hot perceived as threatening by local personnel, can also

reduce resistance to change through technical assistance efforts,

Staff members of professional organizations (such as ASCD, AASA, NAESP,

NASSP, etc.) can sometimes assume certain field-agent functions, depending

on how much slack can be found in a given organization's budget.

Finally, a new training package aimed at entry-level professionals

interested in learning certain "dissemination" skills will be ready for

distribution by 1975. Developed at.the Far West Laboratory, the product

is called "Marketing Educational Products."
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According.to Rogers & Shoemaker (1971), "commercial change agents are

more important as a channel at the trial-adoption stage than at any other

function in the innovation-decision process" (p. 246). For this reason,

this tactic comes at the conclusion of our overall review; in a sense we

have moved around a complete "circl -f the kind of direct mail sent

to a targeted list and asking direc ly,for an order (as contrasted to

inviting an educator to a wolshop or simply providing information) all the

way to the commercial representatives whose success depends directly on

their ability to ask for and obtain fiiqm purchase orders in specified sales

territories.

Yet sales personnel can perform a vipiety.of roles--merely'delivering

(e,., milk), taking "inside" orders (e.g., haberdashery), taking field

orders (e.g., spice salesmen), educating and spreading good will (e.g.,

medical detail personnel), providing technical knowledge (e.g.,- engineering

consultant), selling tangibles creatively (e.g., encyclo edia sales), or

selling intangibles creatively (e.g., education or ins ranee).* These roles

can be seen to have been deliberately arranged in order of increasing

difficulLy; parts of some of the roles seem to correspond with the ostensible

assignments given to nonprofit field agents as well.

Where the profit-making subsidized agents differ radically is in

sales managementapplied, with widely varying degrees cf emphasis and

success, to all who hold commerical positions and only episodically (if at

all) to those working in the nonprofit arena. Management tasks include:

*See Robert N. McMurry, "Ti.e Mysteries of Super-Salesmanship," in Bursk &

Hutchinson (1971).
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*developing (forecasts, objectives, policies, schedules,

budgets, 'Standards, etc.)

*directing (supervising, motivating, counseling, staffing,

training, etc.)

*controlling (measuring,Ievaluating,'correcting)
\

Management personnel responsible for activities of field staffs in nonprofit

R&D agencies or in state education agencies are highly unlikely to have had \

)

experience in these leadership activities, nor is the reward structure likely \

to generate such experience in the near future.

Competitive selling in the elementary and high school marketplace usually

involves quantity orders (e.g., adoption of a kindergarten-to-sixth-grade

reading series) in a complex purchasing environment (school laws, regulations,

policies, etc., vary from state to state). Statewide adoptions (or large-

city adoptions) may either a basdl listing or a multiple listing;

24 states have standard lists, with multiple lists now the common criterion

that gives certain vendors a "license" to sell the listed items. Twenty-one

states require a fixed price for a set period (length of the adoption), the

median being five years. Some school districts have also begun to lease

film and other audiovisual duplication rights. ,(SRI has predicted a 5q(50

split in print vs. non-print sales by education companies by 1980.)

the major educational firms retain large promotional and field staffs

to demonstrate, canvass, sell, and service a school market that spends only

about 4c of its budget dollar on instructional materials. OnL firm may

invest more than a million dollars in an elementary series (texts, workbooks,

AV, tests, teacher ,etc.) before a single item is ready for sale.

Since the nation has approximately 1.8 million classrooms, a major

consideration f:;r a copmerci,1 organization is allocating/determining size
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of territory, frequericy of calls, quota ri_free materials, and earning

potential. An/Xperienced salesperson has been averaging about 120,000

plus all expenses, with salaries running.5:4% of sales, travel 2.4%, and

. commissions 5%--for a total selling cost of 12.8%, plus general and admin-

istrative support of 18% (Knowledge Venture'Group, 1973).

To date schobls have not demanded proof of effectiveness of new texts

or other innovations. For the education industry, learner verification*

and/or a rigorous development- and - revision cycle have seemed much too costly--

except where R&O costs have been borne by federally funded projects.

According to the Knowledge Venture Group (1973), salis cost per call

has been doubling every decade. Because of relatively modest purchasing

capacity, one-third of the nation's 16,000+ school districts are therefore

not worth calling on. Moreover, major convention exhibits (which personnel

from small districts might occasionally be able to attend) have a low return

on investment (in the view of the commercial sector) relativeto time and

expense. Local and state meetings may prove productive if they occur near

the time of a specific adoption decision or are timed to release of certain

categorical federal funds.

Overall the school market selects products in late winter or early

spring. The personnel who call on these markets have historically received

very little sales training, so that about 2/5ths of their, calls are made to

the Wrong person in the user organization. Wise management, where it

exists, tries to alter the allocation of time by field personnel in order

*The Florida legislature recently passed an education bill (S492) that

requires publisHers 1:0 ti:,!)ly written proof of use of learner verification
and revision of materials offered for adoption (Educational Marketer, June
15, 1974, v. 6, H. 16, p. 2).
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to focus principally on "profitable acCounts." \,\ Performance cannot be

measured by sale volume'alon4 the status of the organization' the field

person represents the status of the product(s), the amount of support

provided, etc.', may prove more significant than individual effort.

Functional requirements. for the role should InclUde: knowledge of
C.

prodUcts, ability to plan and organize work, relationships wiail user system,

initiative and creativity in 'presenting products, interest in and aggressive

attitude toward job, judgment and common sense; expense account control,

etc. Ideally the field salesman should keep records of time spent on each

call and of number of products adopted by each user in order to plan the

best possible routes and the number of call-backs required. Length of time

per call has a definite effect on sales volume * *; hence 'more pupils may be

affected if field personnel spend maximum time in the largest school.

districts.

Successful sales personnel need emoathy and ego drive*** and the ability

to adjust to customer reactions. Yet customers perceive sales representa-

tives and the firms they represent as two different sources, ranking the

trustworthiness of sales personnel lower than that of their firms. The role

of "salesman" is held in relatively low esteem; trust ts closely related

to the overall character or quality of the sales presentation. The com-

municator's personality and what he/she says about things other than pro-

ducts seem vital in influencing the intended audience (Levitt, 1965).

*For complex products, the generalized reputation of the vendor is mote
important in a buying decision because a favorable first hearing is assured
(Levitt, 1965).

**Philip Kotler, "Operations Research in Marketing," Harvard Business Review
(Jan.-Feb. 1967).

***See David Mayer & H.M. Greenberg, "What Makes a Good Salesman," in Bursk

& Hutchinson (1971).
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The uncertain 'marriage between nonprofit R &D agencies and the commercial

sector is a relatively recent development, with doubts fairly common.on the

part of both partners. Commercial field personnel, occupying well-defined

roles, are supposed tocknow how to ask for an order, but they probably con-

centrate their efforts on selling principally to those most likely to buy.

Their goal is dollar volume of sales, though on occasion there may be

a separate quota arrangement for each product line. A single representative

may be carrying two very different reading series published by the same firm, .

thus enabling him/her to serve compatibly the needs of almost any client

system. The aim is to deliver information to and obtain action from each

interested potential user.

After studying the needs, drives, motives, etc., of individuals involved

in a group decision, the commercial representative is in an ideal position

to determine when, and what kind of, an incentive may be required to tip the

balance toward the product under consideratir --even including summoning

a key manager from headquaters to clinch a major adoption.

Summary

Both the nonprofit field agent and the commercial salesperson use

marketing segmentation and product differentiation techniques. Both seek

out opinion leaders in client systems. Both may be obliged to "create" a

riarket where none yet exists for a particular innovation.

But their roles differ--:,e former intending to offer service and tech-

nical assistance to help the client solve an express,A..problem, the latter

looking only for problems for which a ready solution exists in his/her own

product line. Moreoyer, the reward structure differs dramatically; the

goals of social marketing, being hardly comparable to commerciaegoals,
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lead to satisfactions that cannot be measured simply in dollars and cents.-

Kotler (1975, chapter 15) has identified three major differences between

social marketing and business marketing:

"1) Business marketers typically try to meet the identified

needs and wants of target markets; social marketers

typically try to change the attitudes or behavior of

target markets.

21 Bpsiness marketers typically feel that their major aim

is to make a profit through serving the interests of the

target market or society; social marketers typically aim

to serve the interests of the target market or society .

without personal profit. .

3) Business marketers typically market products and services

through the medium of ideas; social 'marketers typically

market the ideas themselves rather than products or

services."

With slightly altered emphasis, those points can help clarify the

difference between the two types of field agents discus$ed above.
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CONCLUSION stst tort OW'

No brief overview of this type can hopeto do justice to so under-.

researched and so relatively undocumented a domain as diffusion of researCh-,,

based educational innovations. In this first effort, we have Assembled,
-- -

according to an arbitrary conceptual scheme, an array of tactics that have

been used, or might be used, to reduce the gap between research and practice.

Some beginning point (such as this paper) seems required- -but a continuation,.. .

revision, and updating would now seem much more important. .

'We have looked atItactics-one by One. We have cited some studiei' that

seemed appropriate in terms of their potential in helping to build a con-

ceptual base. We have interlaced Otations'of case studies with commentary

transferred from flaketing and advertising research. To the extentithat

dissemination of this first compilation may help others in their work, the

effort will be justified.

What we have not reported--since almost no data exist to support

meaningful generalizations--is the most cost-effecti've tactic that can be

applied at one point in time to meet a given discrepancy betweyn innovation?

characteriWcs'and user-system capacity. Common sense suggests that, for.....

certaici'gross discrepancies, the only sensible. change -agent tactic mayjoe

withdrawal, whereas for many lesser discrepancies, opportunities to select

a2prooriate t.nd-cost-effective tactics will be suggested by market segm ta-

tion and product differentiation. As a deral rule, we would propose that

change agents not try to rieet every need that appears, b rather concentrate

Oleir effort; on installing and servicing certain research-based products/

.;.roc.esses tnaL si:Jes: to ..)ff':'r some reasonable hope of solving pressing pro:-

ble,.s for identifiable and reachable portions of the total educational com-,



calt00''t

. Most of the federal and state efforts to effect educational change

seem to have thus far been focused mainly on information tactics, which

generally tend to be fairly inexpensive and often rather ineffective for

the intended purpose (other than as a probably necessary first step).

Attempts at demonstration have been sporadic and uncoordinated. Formal

field-agent experimentation (other than the ongoing commercial delivery

system itself) has probably been less well conceptualized, than would

have been possible under "commercial" management. Cost-effectiveness

studies have not yet been conducted to compare and contrast various

clusters of tactics or to suggest what overall strategic mix would work

best in a given diffusion/installation/utilization/Maintenance problem

situation. And the dichotomy between research-based "product- development"

and "change support" (cf. Hemphi.11 & Rosenau, 1972) certainly has not

yet been xesolved at the federal or dny other level.

In the policy domain this paper has tried to remain neutral. But

simply pouring federal funds into one-year, unarticulated diffusion experts.

, ments seems unlikely to solve the massive problems of,distribution utili-

zation, or monitoring of educational R&D output. if this paper has any

policy implications, they might be best expressed.* suggesting that all

future experiments be:

*.ingituoinal (none than- one school year)

*documented (including realistic cost figures)

*planned in adyaN

*rigorously evaluated

*"publish6d" for the edu:ational R&D community (including

state !nd intermediate education agencies)

1.
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*orchestrated from a central source for maximum impact.

Only in this way can a data base be developed and put into the hands of

concerned educational "change agents"--those genuinely committed to sha en- .

ing skills, increasing knowledge, and perhaps even presuming to begi

construct a respectable educational change theory.

3nyfuturepolicyfordiffusionofeducationalinnovationsAAist

acknowledge the need for improved documentation and cost analys'is, for

cooperation in exchanging hard-won information, and for a wi7er utilization

of heretofore scant "dissemination" resources. Meanwhile,/the ideas pre-

sented here may help today's change agents in their current planning and

their current doing. Before long, many change agents should log,aalyi-ing

appropriate tactics to fit observable product and user discrepancies, even

as they recognize how small an amount of trustworthy data has yet been

accumulated and published. But the modest expertise we do possess should

help to move us a long way forward in our national effort to improve educa-

tional opportunities for all children.
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Individually Guided Education in A Multiunit Elementary School

the Multiunit Elementary School is one of seven programs of Individually Guided Education (IGE), a total
vrlui %ystern under development at the Research and Development Center for Cognitive Learning, University
of 1 he Multiunit ElemeAtary Sr hoof, the first program to be developed, is a design for reorganizing school

to help schools improve their curriculum and/or individualize instruction. Schools which adopt the Multiunit
oigareii::,,na design will' be able to either prepare their own student materials or adopt those wh,..n IGE is developing

areas of reading, mathematics, and ecology (the second program of IGE). The five other IGE programs
Drtwidi: ,-,erv,Itt!s to Muitainit sthools., but, conceivably, schools could use the Multiunit design without

SI t .g to the other !GE: programs. Only the Multiunit organizational design will be described here,
he MUliltillitc1Psign divides the school staff into three units: (a) The Instructional and Research Unit, corn-

pr6tti -f .1 unit leader, two regular certified teachers, two aides or 'secretaries, and one teacher intern. Each unit must
pfau out, and evaluate the instruf.tional program for 150 students. (b) The Instructional Improvement Committee,

tht: principal arid the wilt leaders, responsible for developing the educational objectives of the entire school,
state arid oducatinal policies, and r:oordinating all unit activities, (c) The Systemyvide Policy Com-

,.ormirised of office staff, principals, and representative rim leaders and teachers, establishfis tiroad

fur h.:ols and eirriloy; iia,sultants when special needs exist. rhis threeIevel design incorporates team
1.h., 1, Peible 1, ' ;,f r;; iurces, and il:lt!rentiated staffing, the objective of the Multiunit design is to encourage

:,1..sra::11 1)1 hing, ,.etee ,,t;if f participation In ciPtisionrrnking, greater role diffewntation,'more effective
aif.,r and cori,rniiii.:tiiins deltaic) unit members. The duvelopers also believe that the Multiunit design allows

intrJai.tiori arid on the s1iot asse:;,..ment of student difficulties.
'!/1.)/1.//A1, «)iii:nctlon v,ttll !lie Center for Connitiv., Learning, has taken the Multiunit i:pt and

e.ater. 11 f..f 1f rtlitiq and nrin.11 assistarire to impininenting the Multiuni-t, organirationl design,
I h. I' 1,""'1 In..' ton twenty ininoto f Wm, six br.ief slide films with tapes, and five books. Sample topics

.l (h. i.r r:f Liri,t members' r, prcrredures for evaluating students' readine,s, progreF.s, and

1 he j)rograiii wirk-hops. (nriferences, and muetings. The training continues throughout
't I v. or urtil th iruoial:, is roman() ,,f,)oflthly. The transition from a self.contained k,l,f ;.',room to the Multiunit.

. riTI:re toofieration of staff at Jill three

1)parlhatoi: 1:11.., fi.....ari h lot Cognitive learning, 1025 ,"Viist Johnson Strisi.t,

',' V", f 411e.), in rmilionolon with /I/D/L/A, Lir fulls ,!Avenue, Dayton,

Dev -:



t
Target Audience: !

*4°N.
Staff Rolesand Training:. 9

lea( hot, WO at friiiiii..1.1 a/i if ., liift. PrinCIS 61,St wies win Of y t f .4,1 )r ifisibility for si:ttniq,ip
. .

Multiunit (1,,,d(Itt (!;e:11!( tit ,ti turd inmbr.rs. pl.,,Inng and
securing n....,I,d eirit.:rial. (itid equipment, r:h .1 UnitSubject Area:

Ti ,If I'. I ;tut .it, I.. .1 I.! it lit; fur 11,111rittu 1! .11 ht. IS cid Leaderi)rvid,:s lr.ader ship in plenning and toordinating;
iidniii.,1,,ii..n. ;., i., id. . 10 ,t 1...,v adniiiii.trative and teacte:s, domonstrat,..s, ifild eissistlylebthers instr le,-

11,,,tr,:, ti, dial 4,1 Jr.,. or, W . tinrol role: win : in teams to e.ele4t and d;.velop
al ip( opt iiit rn.itigials. , .- .

sip

Major Goals for Staff:
1.) 1.: di kin .01(1

,f, 1. Vzit 111a ')11(111

*Cr Y/...1' f (co. n 1 t. VnIf !um
d, . ;!f 1"./ch. 1.f ' hit';, 11111
t.1'., I. ' f '11".! ;

: f, t; 1:1 11.:W and

,1;) '1,1,1.41! 1'lottql,11C

Suggested Use;

t. 1 1,1.iratii inti,..d.,ce staff to Ow Multiynit
tint' 'rain tilt';') t i ri,pleinnt it. rim program

has -I Win and a (..ontintrini; wry,, pr(arn for
teco:hor. Jim; ,orne clerical tielpcirs.
$( no.vd, staff, given an intic.)due
firm to OIL. Ntultilino approach.

Length of Use
A k 11,-%v4.0 training vAirk,.hop is held br:fo.e school

"1::.111111 .Jf fspir half day /fogy,: ineetings
are r d ulna the year Training ,ontinues

rip s pinning smoothly.

Sample Topics:
: and ;)(K;rdti;n10,,

Pl!1; P., ',I. t otrodul
l ;Al `1,/ :1 r..11.11.; oicture,,

f.11Iit'm 1''O, .:(1,1 so h
I.1 And

.,

instructional Method:
. . 11,,.1

: Th.
:1. it !. t. I

ht: I Ow P it;).14'11 hirT:, ; r :1,;is tor
I. .

!-,.f,t 1)- t iff- ...1 h.ird

Parent or Public Involvement and Training:
Principal's Handbook irMudes suggrstio :, fin iipprnytrig
home sannilirelationr., c.vriple lettors Lewd to inforni tht:
cornmonit, about th..! Multiunit and t.1 wport ull
schi'v.,1 events. ( /liDil ;A/ ri developing er pruTarn of
horne ?Aloe! .ns.)

School Organization:
Duce ley, Is or adininiitrative organitntion Inqtructicinal
and Reseaph Units, Instiortional Improvemi,nt Corn-
nut tee and Systemwide f 'Hwy Committee.

Special Equipment and Facilities:
peoj,q..tur, tap? re( order, arid 16rorn film

protector neetir:d for tiaining prograrns.

Program Evaluation:
Longitudinal study of staff roles and relation:;liips
currently tindejway. Preliminary data mill( at,. that unit
leaders are serving well as linking agents, these is
generally higher job sati4faroun and mu: ask' among
Multiunit tot), hos than among teachers in tile ontrol
S(11001S, and Multiunit, personnel are willing to expert.
nient with eau, iitiOniti 1,111()VoltUrIS.

Present Status:
The Multiunit Ileniuntdry Si hurl 1s currently operating
on a 'limited basis in sever! :.totes The Si. othe; Individ
uiltly Goidi:d f_doration programs are under cloyelupriii.nt
it this t:f.11'. 1 he Centi..r lot ClUplitIVC. I f!,.if 11111:j and

ll/LVEJA/ ;no currently f.icy.iliping the additional.
prograin,, Arnifig the tv rhydfils are a systerti i)t corn

ihctructii.riol rugrammitir1 arid cunt( n
rridler tuts in read:rig, and ei Nov.

Availability: .<1"
I.) .1 vIt tt.11:11.1g . Inti 1 cr.' 1 1 I

txu.".11v, !fly t., ,r, t, under

.! ;1 .1 rine, t 1.ms
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MATERIALS, BMW T, SERVICES, etc.; COS S

Required Items A

(ttill training materials:

3 books

2 books

F. slide films

4 motion pictures

Sot vices:

rLi( h..r ciicics and
si,( retaries

it jvid:

Fiavel to ,ind from
:1/4,'.),1:,;i)n ',ivisconsin

Quantity Neede Source Cost Per Item

a

1 per teacher Wisconsin pm ea.
Research and

Development
Center and t et.

/1/D/E/A/

1 per principal /1/D/E/A/ $3.00 ea.

or 1 per teacher

1 set per school /1/D/E/A/
or district

1 set per school
or district

At least 2 per
I& R Unit

1 trip per principal
ind unit leader

/I/WEIN

$11.00 ea.
$66.00/or set

$830.00 for set

Determined
by school

irlo.1101il Guided 1 piir school /1/D/E/A/ $1.5()

1 .:i ri ,, i Orr orilurel

Information current as of April 1971

Replacement Rate

Replacement of
materials should
not be necegary



IPI Mathematics
4

000
IN Y.1 Atil-matics 1, a of li.ithernatics skills running from first through sixth grade and ir system for

,,.):nii th.: student's learrini; so t ri.h a w,e; that he attemPi,s each skill only when he has proved that he has mastered
wi,ti.nui..itit skills. Developedwover a. try, year i)criod at the University of 'Pittsburgh's -federally funded Learning

:! h Citii.1, it has hoi-i field testd and, revised in conjunction with theregional educational
I.; y in l'hil.idelphia, Hr i for Bcttrr hnol ft is now 4vailable from a commercial publisher. The title of the

1_ I, Iii) ni lividu.sily Pre. it th- untele:. study plan called a prescription, which the feacher
.J., doily fir evtly i:1 the results of placement tests the student takes at the start uf each new

. 1. loyil (,.!/(T1 1,,vt I. -is old. .!,1(i 0...11--,ts and posttests tie tai'' :i at the beginning and end of e.tch unit within
+.00. IF Jr Ord dealt, w:th a tupit. such as multiplication, at a particular level-.) The prescription is intended

Stltd.:t11 di,f-!!, riot h,ive to spend tini-! doing lecsow. on skills he already knows, nor tar kle les-,ons for
h the InstrilistKin ore:in-teri in booklets for each of the 359 skills in the cutricallum.

I. -Is 1.-ouirt: little readr-g poor readers some beginninr, ;e:;sqns are availabll on tapes.
IP1' thii., itilivi lit tlit.:s t l. /vice tit th,! student moves through a currrculurri of mathematics bastes. It
Vo, I lehl:r thi I k of initiviiiirilwing the style in which the ratident rfearns arid the Option of :..uppleinenting

!' J;asics v:Ith other r7.;01-ner'iiirtir 0..pehericus There have been criticisms thlt the !PI rsolatcs the sttent
to.. nor and !tudonts and 'it rows his experience t'..) trarlition;s1 rules mastery and paper-and pencil

Outfit out that In.irning p;;N,, hologist.... still know comparatively little about the ,:ompusition of the
. 't1.-; mathematical kr,cwl..-ide owl tho Ineans by which lie ai..quies it, so that a program basedlexclusively on

'. Art) .d by IPI be oversunplified :Ind not truly indsvidliallied, In respon-,e-, IPI supporters' ..
n e the ovrr....i.ii!y wtiu i h pr 'jeans gives They tear.shei ta t-,/ closer heed to the individual

--ai :1 I ,.. 1.11 behavir,r. tr.it far tr:)rnh.:c.orning a mere ti..i.hniLian she can become. more of a profess
ar'ontion from.-Ntiat us "tiorit,01- about a,,..tuder to what I:, ..o.rjue about hurl. "IPI has given I iers

eyalutiti:sh of the individual the tyyjinni h.; set uf materials to use . . . In an 1P1prkiel, the

hat, nit ire vi' in hv s'ird,rtts. The t. .;,,,..her must' wurk clo--_,ely with the stLgIt in a one-to-one
t}-le. lIPS oot- ine,,ting the !.:Lic.,...ra's needs, and att'o plan st3tr.-rs and ,tutorial lessons

I irPulit won 11'1 II,' i-Ati.ioricy with he% porhAt<requiring as little as one.

!::,. ...nt of to. 0 !Lit r lah;:roniTy, d.:yote and thus triyinii r,-hildreft for mere interesting learning.
. n fig T.ttter !: f..i13 ...h. ti do not ilalAicate rior per for 'haw!: On stand.irdi.:ed achievement

IPI snov :;turierits' arid teat.hets' marl-.ed prefer ti for IPI owl traditipnal teaching

Cio. 140 Park Avimue New York, Vi York 10016 (212) 689-5/00

r c,),,, ,i Hi h ti C1-1V? L'hi1 .,f Pot.huro Ii : I th CI lig Street, itt.hurith,
! ., I... Market F,tre,st, 1910'3
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I ) s.f rl'..:111,,Ity
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.1 :..1 r ru i
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I.1 lit II
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--Schtioi print:41;11s 11..itid tf l for the-tbst fifiln'nuiSt attend
a three day training given try Ilir? publisher in
deninreitrilliOn '0010'0. riri kitty' for the work
sh-up but murk:0s most pa),; there own xt.ioni,ciy.' If a
school uldris*.niat('ritils inure titian 400 students, two
adnunistra'tors are :lined, if more than 800 students,
tnri.e ;Idtritrustr-a6)rs ate trained.

Paraprofessional's Role and Training:
0111.' patopriafessional aide is needed for every 1 5 100

stLid;nr a' -ost thy ii.100.'r trl (.10111.01 Ill:f Of

tit:: !.rograrn fl IOW! and studertt:. ref:lads Aides must
tr.litid by th inrip,r1 (rani

that for teort..r.rs.

Student Testing:
The plac.:enient 4:31 for cvery level atter the fly,t
dotErrmilitr.:. the level -euch student works :ii in erg 1p topic
Pic.11.-,rs; are adminictt 1.:d on all caws piestribed fur a
stud,'( I in order to deteintirie what ,,1 ill: within thie unit
Ile IltAq to work on. ',Laing each lesson the student
takes Cc. rilt.tiltim E rnhiided Tests vvra, h monetor his
prow..., ,. After 1".a,.1) urn he takes a p: :,i tet.,1 Ifejore ht ing
alluvvtri to go on temli, hext unit in his prescription. The
child must h.'-iv, 81:, i'er flit of each tc;.--t currect in order
to he i...insidtred to havr; master ed,i; slili ('r a unit.

School Organization*:
Norigiaded school,

Special Equipment and Facilities:
fir'tiv in,' ci-it.ter with lv(`S Ifl wturh ti) stoc skills
book!, ts If a ...c.huol wit.hos tc use Ow t:Ipc. cassettes
:A:1w I, ow fr'i br.girm:f.(1 It...,,,(1115, it WillI tyrit rneme ult., players and
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Program Evaluation:
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MATtAt ALS, EQUIPMENT, SERVICES, etc.; COSTS

Required Items Quantity Needed Source Cost Per Item Replacement Rate
. .

t 0? 'IF 611 t31./(AletS, . One year's yipply Appleton- $6.50 per Consumable 0

,.. , ,..: - ., n,rniinuuln ter 1!..,0 students' Century- student ,

1..1, . fl i'Avi.r keys Crofts (minimum of
150 students)

r' 4 11 if Alf rkShOp

:,111,131.f:1 It;!%C3ry I terriS

' If

J

!

) .

! !,

I pr Aooleion No charge for
will be trained Century workshop. Manual
for u.rry 4f)(1 Crofts costs $10.

in

the
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.;urri,.(11 of ,A$1( I 1'3/2

Atl)len)n $5.00 tad
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.



The Kindertierten Program

1he Kindergor tun Prograrri Wsiccluvolopsui by the Southwest Regional LabOraiory for Educational Research and
f).,....r:int!iP3 et to flroviiI h11(111,1 from every kind of background with beginning reading skills as early as kindergarten.

.)f.' 'AMMO (..1,11 distribution it hid entitled First Year Crirririiiinication Skills, 1 he complete program consists of the
. '01Str,4, ti;lu Pr Urain and the fienniuing Reading Program, However, the Instructional Concepts piografri (see the

it ion under tb.,f title( is l..; iroodered necessary only it the children have not, mastered such concepts as color,
. visit I'M, arid have riot been equipped with pie-reading sk ilk. Widescale field testing haS shown that children

ii .. h. illijorciar ten Pr can siiit.ess-fullyread a specified number of words by sight and ran master beginning word
.1 noirirehinswn skills. 1 he S.,etopers feel that the prneram's goal has therefore been attained:

eau! Reading Pint!! ori du:Agee:I to develop bird,- re,,:lorig Skill~ r.oniieriti.illy Ind to "ensure that
I .Poii,1(1 .01I1 110 a 1)1(,1!;1111.,i! ;lac. .S11.11 9(110 lenCt: tOT till' young child." 1 he dem.lopers add that "the

I 'a, in:1..1:114/ tr:: ai-tive hart:, ipolion rr Itir Thy ,ih,ti that the
; ,r. drds SvItC1f.1 by II; and Ir.:anion p:wchologists to MOPt these criteria. (1) they are common in

:ry of tp:Tening school children, (2) they include a combination 01 regularly spelled Worth-- and high usage
(.; ii?Ir to form many addition:)I words, (4) their sOund.conthinatiorts

it of Me w:-Jrd attJck p1uc.e7: " In an early Irs,,nn, the studiots lirarn the word elereeots it
or:: , it an, to. read one- syllable welds ending in :at and -It ..vben given their ::ourds, learn

.1-:: .,it .111 tnit, sit, end meet; 'hen read the words front frr.ht..!rdS or from related .torybook
Pie tee, manual outlines t 3ppropriate skills. activities, arid materwts required, and notes the entry

. before iestructionton a new :,I.ill, leacher training is required for both
to e tsir:derl ir!:.1: Prograni.

: tie mat`.: reiveimendation Cori( iffning appropriate continuatmn ,.,,eries for grade 1 and bryord.
t!,.it, -r.;.1 n.iinailir..en the s' hi-, the childri-n have al.quiredin Kindergarten Prugrain, teachers

0:cse J os!ig s.:,ear I.) the OM-, otitlint d in the ginning Reading Program. However,
r t I.;(-1.. ,f ar 1 I.) 1"yr...1.1{. harsf rmini,:;1111,:nt system fcr individualized learning the Learning

Ell. Nev ylis Ionia! I exr-rk.cps, and practice. CheICISCS

f.:1,!. i ! rt.:.il programs, fir qr,idt--. fit:' only ckargefor the materials i5 that of duplication,
: `...%fiLNU).:. 1 -,t f a forth,r inforrnatif,e.

"Ai( 1)1,.:11.!n! 'fry fp,p inK (Of 1:::.11%,10rplI11 Prot), 1111 JP, the Tutorial Program, whit h provides

.ner f',r Oltti f t I .11 1:Itors iii 1.1...tit the Parent ASSISir-ci LOar1111,9 Program, ; .10,,. I !!.. With thy. rPlottql practi,i! te,-,t.oris, and the Summer Reo ding Pro-
: .iid .11.1::g .kills learned.

: .1 .1 e I , : M,, 1)2173

.t r ry'f: R.- ir. 11 .1r.d I )0.-rluppli 1:;VVi-it.), 112110 L.
f If ,

.1.1 1.i Ar.ms:

Major Go its for Sttrifi'llts:
r v , .)t ,:1.1.1 .1. :11y 11,0

.1!1i!o1' i ; r1 1.1 t 1111111

1 11:',1; 1 n 11. 0;0,01.' :Si:

! , i . I I ;

Prr);.'Ct

I

,Pcl t Is.,.

1 1101 1,1 I.

. rr

; f c!

r .



for 1/8 days,,,fiegrrirsirig ficiettrqPitigratri,
ri.(out, ... daily for 01 Ve 01.

Z.

01 itagifitivt

Icir0 of ai.rivity (rising slot yboot
index, roniprehencion titi('t- etc,) teleiIftr TO( tre'ritIrt!S
are in the il!ildtty Matti ratti, Tiei,nuuq iftqUited

Unit Sequencing: and IrliiterialS ilVtlIlobit with program.

fieginulog amindid surjonthilly,

tittgifttit: I %%in) W(1141 imgd Parent Involvement and Training:
at! II ; atid Itilt 10 It, eilflhdlIVI, arid pro. SuppleMentary earnipg Picigram (PAL)

rill olt word. and Spel du' and Suriirpet Ficarling!Prcigram availahle for il'sC by parents

"out, OM."'" fur each unit. and Lftildrn at PAL emphasites parent mopitored
practice on r.1,-e--siouni!related skills, 1he tiur li..r provides

Sample Topics: three home phictiee vkercvv; per vvr.01.. A ninety-

hiet, r,lil, .,1(1,,no, till, sheet, ',hut, mod, in minute parent training lossion v.; hold wit( n ill,' program

IN, .1. it!. I. trt, ,..h); Word Attdcle is initiated The Sutornei. (leading Progr.ir . con...ists of

r,ri w, unit,. with ,1..11;!-: already ton par,kage.s of practio,y re,iteridls for poieritt.; to use

tair.0 11, E ether lf,irnes. with their children for approximattly
a day, thror days a ects. for ten v.feet:s (flirlf OW

Instructional Method: sunnier. An instrut.tion p.implilet is includod,
,

'r !r ':1,1,!1.,j,irtF,t0 iii hegionio..1 It ad ing

l III 1 i.. 1, .idier's teanuol the III , Peer Tutoring:
lot t,;(.1. il.1r rh:, matetials u te) t.it 1. ill.' skills, A supplerucntaly tutorial Pi ogram trains -,111(1011,,, it,

an J. ,'.,fry entry Vt,thle appli,rble. 1 he grades 4-6 to act as tutors to children a, the Beginning

mahtI.J! includcls remindeirs to admiiii;:ter the Reading Program.

ii.er 1 i. t,t l 09) L.,.,..ruse after ea( t, unit and to
..i aporopr ref' Pro. !ice 1:YIrrises, as School Organization:

I rivievoll..purs-elophislic th,it individual Arrangements must be made with administrators and
tilt aLli unit before going teachers of intermediate rethird.ing tutor

on r!rxi. selection and training wh.-.11 a supplementary Tutorial

Program is Li:led.
Student Testing:
Cr,.r, .es the pupil's progress ,irri Spe'Cial Equipment:

Filmstrip riojector, cacsettk tape recorder, apd 1Grnm
film projector required for leac.her trairkig materials,

Lateentering Students:
t roe; art' provid(!d, to d,rtreline 1/011Ch Program Evaluation:
71. II', : ' r" 'iv rift( lit the test Extensive field testing arid rovi:,ion r)ri basis of pupil

tt 1,11 the dre.I.; Ill whir I. th,, need performare e arid teautier evaluatii 0%. The begin

: :I fling Reading Program vi;; field te-,ted with aj)proxi
rnately 20,( )00 /hell n!',, the Instrty:tioeil Coricer,ts

St,Rlent's Polo: f'rogrrm v. it, 0,000 He...olh 111(.11C.Zilt'd

; Lit) d ,ring 1,.,on, either goalq of W.)/p.rc:ent of di- ',Ity.1rit., viny PC) per

eil . t;; AI i' cent of the Criterion it. WaS II.

t. t .1 (.1 : :11 I To :t.,t1I1Ir
reti eid 1:, r4, Forthcoming:

. 1t T'. !.t.,! I h !: ,`; \` I) sit ,\ Olt with 5ner el..truLtior;

l" r 1:"!.1 f,ny1,,, t,ir the proghit 'Hi() , A

th. !"(I ,.r..1.'o .1 ,111, 11.1.

1:01,! and Tr3111,th.; d.P! if . I AC( `)I,JI

i b .t 11j.;



MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT, SERVICES, itc.;_COSTS

-Tleyoired items

Instraction4 Concepts:
Claw how, set, including
:.toils.nt hooks, itlaChil

iali

Tt,icht,r triairrig kit-wtth 2
ps hi audio cd:AiltUS,

tg INT .1<iter rats

ouintitilf Needed Source east Per Item

1 set per

:30 students

1 kit per
W teachers

1 I 1.11: NOl!Ilci/color training 1 per
Min .district

of or

Reath! v:
includin4 1 set per

it tipoks, Criti;rion 30 students
v (triter inn Tests,

, ,r!(.1 tr,,N;hur

proLeclirws, etc. ii

Ginn

Ginn

kvalkeLE

Replacement Rate

$90.00 initially, Consumables
$69.00 for yearly
replacement set

$42.24 initially, Consumables
$6.93 for yearly
replacement set

Purchase $60.00 Reusable
Ginn

Ginn $173.85 initially, Consumables
$162.00 for yearly
repiacerrient set

1,. irtiiningkit, with 1 kit per Ginn $55.38 initially, Consumables
:,'"-,trirs, 3 durlip issettes, 10 racherS $19.26'for yearly.
,; lati;i1:115 replacerront set

I
I . :;f;) tr.iiiiing 1 ye. school or Purchase $60.00 Reusable

f:' Ligtrict Ginn'

Rccominended
Styplementary Items

Tr Jitling,
, keopirul

t !I' 'I':
t ,'!.! .1" fi''S

,1

1 per Ginn .1;40.92 initially, Consumables
12 tutors $19.92 for ythirly

replaceno:nt set

1 Let :rtnts Ginn $19.92 CullSUmable
lurlorirg s.

1 poi- .10 pdiQiits Ginn S1!).00 Con.surnable
Sr students

r ti 1 p r ,1(.1(,1 Pijrrh.p,i,
Cirm

!'.,fst0.00 Rot ;cable

r. f,,r $10 (..)-.i(1: $700f) fc,r Vivo Or thrf!, !rum Asso(.1:3hori.Syrling
P 1.1().t 1. ILI, Now .ft:rA,N,- 1)7,-,4)/) fur iho difrir..4.s of their r«)10,,a1

frif Irmo 1:,ont of Mach 197?
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Maw A Course of Study

01

/4414ItI)

tViltIj
Man A (0,f Si .-it ,audy is a 0110 yl..if flf it, qradi, iaijaI sciPmen ornqt3m based nocontras anthropology. Thu ,

1.1 hilrlien to think about (hi i.j tijrft nt !min, hp mitt...flats titttiscinnd to plovoke

op. ;kat:twin we. s and I:I navyas that unite man as .i ts and about the tuulorpr.al ties that unite

ittan IA iii .111111,41i 4.t)1111:41 therusylves ttieir 4tiirtures. hphaviOrs, mncj ettvirOnint!rttS- with

,t hr I yip kills ttahwins and Notstlik Lskantos. I hroijh unrivistanding ways of life different frorm their

tilisat, iii, ',ti ii may \Will a IN,* par Spl:t stye ca:Ullt threw:ley...5 anti the railture they share, (bey shoulo al:to litiLortie

.1 tip. MI, that on human behavior and pirfoinc.rit.

11. It!1 hull mild .1 ..t i fimr; many of why hi Volt. Ti:, 1,111y rmilbsisytint:d by tilt, :Palings. TN;

' t11,1 di I a .1 ., 1110.1t.pl 17'3(0 And uarflto, ()etfillori 11.0( Pier's 1.11IlifeC ,iiit,iin daily lera-a tit plans

H. , I 1. 1-11.01 tlyttit's,ihoult:work and ptiss.blit variations on lesson,

ton, 1..tui, film Novilliqj or rt.ady.41. flt.r.ttSAtul, Mho/ i hiss

t . , II, tswri 1.rtsv:r ti., (Kroh) born obsorvistpav, ,k

l' h 1. I Ii..it i 1 1.1,111.. so - whit Itioy Mid twat !(iff,..,11., di, I pso hcr work lop.IN:; !f) In-ovule

t I. r . ii. . "t 11..1. hi., 14 Or! pr( (1..! .itithi I !:/(jr(!.

Ali .-x.11;:1,11. Ow if .1( .1f111 PA. 1;1'1 it(1:, 01! ..ilerial St, the 1 VIOL:(S Of

1'i. ,r.- .f r.,!:! t)y V/. ti- Pit whit fe,ec ?,r.' III Iltiratdle thOt:01)11:1)1... eldf,. wad., 110114

1.,1, .111,1 .11151.141', h te!ti thiar im(1,IStatisiing hi 11, r,, itt1i.il t.,Pfxt thoy

th.- t,:f 0,1 , ..1 wy, its tine rhad Art arniti,11. .11101het 11.011:, . t111t Of thlt

.7. . .1., , !I. ! ..1 (I the snot tuii Pe. {WU% are 15Pri It Stmt tillvs

. ii it .7 , , 11,1011S itjri", arid iii, ompdbytrui Itsvis (1..1 II'. Or'.

r1. I 1.. I 1 t'' lIP OW `11(1(1011( 1 1 l'IrrirrMIU '1.rfifS rri,1?/1111',11.11 with :/V11'-111T1'1111. SIJ1h

I....," I, , ;, , !/) yott cairvig 111 et,vitoritiveit

I )l.tu I liii t')( I .' ,...,1. it 1711 CiyInertwitt Avi Ittie . War,tunalui.. ri.C. 2016.

,.1., in I ( I!, MIMI., PI IsQ11.,. ())
tit:V1(11,..1 C.

Target Ati(11o111:1,

1t i ! .1 r. : 1 . i ..::'1, thi

11' v I. 1. ',JP:4/f 1, Ira I)

/ .11' . "; 1. I:4' f.it.. h 0. .11

Subject Area
it ,.s."- I

-

ir 1' I 1., I 11'1.;',. 1. 111,

Center). r
. I , 1.. .1 ,.: yi

t s .

11'hi 'or G u.i I s it' St I, 41.4i (5:

I I. : ; . ; I , I. ei
Instructional filethort:

7

titYchnh, ri7. II ti ,..r
slr,c; ,s ft; rt 11,.011.

. I

, .7. ri.,ft. ..01(i ft.c1.!lit I..'.;

, At*. :'. I '." "' :+f litt f..
.i..p). 1,1 .1. Iilt .:,11.1(I. If, I

'..41:res7.( 1.1.

11 .!'s tit I :

.)utpl,xily .,f 1,111tv. Stu I 13, Ito".
1.".11,1,) Pb.,..1,1

.iitS Slit P. et tpirlIt :WU aryl f.o, t'this, lie

wiiprii:wient ti titi out, it t.atiy iii Ilia I As the

ogra.t. Itey .31- ,)fict..ott; Jointrt.a1.1101 irs

cymitei ctliriplc:stty, I ilt,: toting v.ith 11:1'. study of

Sample Topics:
',nat.-. We I lie t',( iv ol the P.ILti if Coast

Salmon, I ho j0th,.uiF uf Gull; ut (quultr, Mritilia, of

!,tutiyuql tilt, .thk louts are (.1.t r1

I ht. ofirl 's., t; ifi .i:11"., TIP; and I xoet itd

fc !Naylor !", him tow,. dtt and IN Wail
r.11,: ,. tIa. 'it t., !.'; ir. and AnimaIs

ii Amin ft.yliniet', nth., an hale Ie. /Vim, ii

Ail. 1.1h, II. (Alt,. I 111.. dliti I I. !Hut and 1:...1t)th

Unit So.quencinT

Student Testilig:
1 1.. . : ' 11,0.1

,. F '. . it ,. .1,...1,11,(1

:1 '1 1
hl ,16

1,01r '1' 1 ! 1 1' '.t r Irrl

7. '1. l' . I

Lit hull ii Siuirli,u,ts:



be..aw.in the tom, read rnagaiine articles or
mirso.1 oft it -talk over.his 1,.!.;ons With-his parents,

'rnal.e pi, tures showing his ideas,,etc.

'Teacher's Rote and Training:.
The t.ii her's role is to hr. a renource person, not an
psnuit,ty figure. The u-..veloper considers the class a
...0`,$(1111(11h/ of learning," 13y working together, students

! t, t, r.s pr.ovide dire.tion and reinforcement for each

-Fo.:'11ficir, for Teachers," the insi-Ivice training package,
coilt10,..; both background materials and detailed instruc
tton it, ih..t.course's teaching straiegy. Summer training

insr.t.it,., re held. throughout the U.S., a list is available
fro-. ' DC. The +nser vice training institutes and materials

t InPed at the request of tr,a1 teachers.

v.

//775

Siiiftal Equipment and .54

A.super Brrint 'sound cartridgu .projet,tor cir 1GmM sound
projector, filmstrip projector, and record player are
necessary, The filmstrip projector and record player
should be readily available to the. students in each class.

Program Evaluation:
Pipgram was field tested extensively in 80 schools in 14
school systems by the project staff. "On the average,
students doubled their knowledge of specific aspects of
the course and grew in their ability to reason." There
was little relationship between 1,0. and scoring gains.

One of the few research studies published on the
program is the twovolume study by Hanley et, al. (1970).

Availability:
Fall 1970

Seriar Project Staff; Director, Petei B. 00w, Consultarib Jerome S. Bruner, liven DeVore, and Asen Bakikci

REF FIL NC ES

f.),, Man, A Cniir,e of f:vidv. rdircete, Septertiber 1972, 22

, %%Mit IA, K., Moo, F. F Walter, A. S. Curiosity/competence/community, an evaluation of Matt: A

Coup,' of Study, MicSal he t oncation Development Center, 10/0.

I pi A repurt from the. inner city. Social Education, March 19/1, 35 (3), 305-308.

N M ., I an, M. i A ,11.1,1,,isal of twenty SIR riatienal ',''dl htUdics projects. Social Education,

At.r.: 1.1 i:1, 34

4f 1

-... A 11. P. Ericounti,.-3 m thinking: A compendium of curricula fur process education. Syracuse, New

!nu( .1a,11.



ATCRIAt S, EOUIPP.41:NT, St nvicrs, etc.; COSTS

liequir (l Items

Convict . pa. Lite

ri'

Stsviot t)t)r)1..1ffis

it to,:,
car tr i

7 . . .i i i/ruches trotil ltts

ctlar

P-4( h" q,I1(-14:S

Quantity Nneded

1 pal t aq.; per
11,9

and b P.m-hers

1 pr' student

1 srr p.4, five
classes

io see, per class

10 si.ts per c.lass

1 Set WI teacher

Source Cost Per Item

Clift
Development
Associates

Curriculum
DevelOprnont

Associates

Curriculum
Development
Associates

Curriculum
Development
Associates

Curriculum
Development
Associates

CurriculuM
Developrnen,

Associates

$3200.00, fur
complete
packque

9

ti,.hti ',ay order a super Rnim cartridge prolei.-.tor within the package for an additional $295.00.

Inform tion current as of March 1972

ttri tttOgot

Replacement Rate

Reusable very
durably

Reusable

Should not
peed replace-
ment

Reusablevery
durable

RrusablP

Reusable



Minicourse 1: Effective Questioning (Elementary Level) 1.440141

05-. 7
:mho- 12.00 of series of minicourses tlevrthryerf by the Far West I aboratdr'y for

*ItAlkAttkl:

Fclucational

I he )tir-,e are h.r.-61 on the Stanford microteaching program; teachers watch films
t,..1..nini) st o 1,sinq. a skill by rnicruteaching (teaching a short lesson to a small number

. I.j otai..0 the.o itiie;in..e scy can evaluate themselves afterwards. By repeating this sequence for

in h;!; tilpr,.ye their teat hint] abili-ty. The immediate feedback via videotape
, .!..,,,.,,,,t f,,, at" (Pa, culti%dte.

.. !. !' ,g 11'; ''I I! develouiriu ihe teacher's abilit y. toda'sk. questions in class disrusSions.-He learns
f " t :,f t(tr he t.-ilkS in elaSS, to encourage in depth student responses to questions, and to avoid

i .. ...: i f,., P.cossion. As he Works on SPol 1f1,, sk ill, the participant follows

: Ili! tit 'Pction from the reacher l-raPdbook, views an irstru,..tional film,

t. ') !..iiii.;. les.".,oli (while videotaping in, views the videotart, to evaluate his

!' .); retopes it, and ree..whiatiss his performance The teacher uses the rnini

r fns I.) 1: ;ui I 1;:, pot' lilt at each stage. Dirt:LA SlIriPrVISifill is neither re:Iiii-cd nor suggested,, ly ;soCiated wi Ih programs using videotapes of the tea( her's

/
It °tow on teaLher behavior may be seen through some of the results

... Ii i '.. (.1 DIII K ip.tIiy teachers talked in class discussions about 52 percent of the
, percen'. t)f the' time be 1(.4 they had learned to enc.ourage more student

: . It :he te,ii.heis questions a.:1.ed the studows to make higher cognitive

:- - ';'! ..' itt .i-ii r.f ;.i.if recalling facts); after Pie coursi.. 52 percent called for such '

i ro.no,:ys ti, teach..1 questions at Wally doubled from an average of 5 words
, i-t; .t. tI

,0 I li irI,Avn NelN Jersey 08075

r.;if 11:0r.11(1I'V fi.r I (I.1( 3Uitl,jl lIest:drch and Devel.,i,ine.nt, 1 Garden

, !(.1,1 ')1

.; Length of Use:

. leil .,

:11 .

s I:111011y ..it121 ,e t:Lhirr, prq .s.,..:k fig five weeks.
follow :t,l,"-Is dn.! used tc, quir(i

1 ills.

Training Materials:
v, , oj ii .11..1, Ti )f. in I 1..,11. I ..1/41r1S (al 1 ttii ii

, up! f r; . j. I:, I S ' fl. ludirl; 11.
ri - I.:1 OJf the

,; I- ' h !

coordinator's rvlaterois.
,,; h, 0 1' II, ,! f )11 ii

.... The A7ins('otirs(?

in .1'. or St , n
I. . ,!1 LI ,t :(.1) Ili I The

S.1....: ,A I lf'.11 11) A lifit.1.1(1) Ted/,u.'

f .

.; ; .
I

tie I t Sr:1 1:111:Ing:

.1 '



Sample Trvie.s
tt,; le C1111, 11 I' trIII 111 Cltif!",t11')(11

.111.1 : :1 "Ir 14% 0-111. IA 11.11111 111(q)11111

1., 1,1 11,1 1 ,1 itirt ..tt Itat 11. r 1)..11.1V101%

1/10 t .11: :1111 TI ,1 (Ir., iy,t, .1

histror hoed 1' ;1.1t)orl:
Ilia (plod 110 f:

(f 11i ICI

Tr tlItt.:(.' 71!,6119:

.1;

tIth ch11111

' SCH

1;::
' 1-1.,., ti.. !t .., Litt. t ilIS 1(.1juidl

, ft, tlytr.j. h.st t,t tt!tIt

It.. 11 .I.:. 41(,,, thd

Coordinoter's itc)le and Training:

e

1 ! 0.rkr.. 1,1 t: the

101 tart 100511

yisisal in-make minor fIllititS of AV Pgiiipiiinnt,

A coordinator's handbook is vuh Am, staff member

tuld be traire:(1 JS ( (M1(1111;111)1, although the rule is

talitily tilled by a principal 1)r. supervisor.

Special Equipment and Facilities:
Vtdtiutapc machine, 1,Link yirienti:t 9rding tdrg"-.. A com-

plete videotape sy!-,te;11 (yievviri( i .trid rvcording equipment

only) costs ilhout $ l'.1101 Loci cost $10.00-

each,

Program Evaluation:
I ht. /Milk -Mil wt lit all fl'ir;111(? cyk.: ,1f three

ot...io tests, rilot8,ri.ils w. 1e revi .1:(1 V.(111:fe appropt late at ter

tcst. Fipld to indif att that leach:ls
increased their ability to dire' t que,,tions to more than

one student, to prunpt and chilly, and to ask questions

ca'ling for higher mcinitiye ost ,',. they decreased the

flult)her ().f fllt)y $(.1)(1iJI4.1 t!!(:If OWN qiit!f,t!()/IS, and

the amount thc,y talked in Sled, ho!e were no

changes in ask it I' pupils to t'('I 411, thOlt answer S TO Otfill

niaterials. 'The length of pupil remonses also increased,

and the number ol one-word pupil reponses decreased.

'. ..1 .t) o ',1:..r'i,.

:- .. : ..1. ,.1 ft:tit, ,,I. !.., 1 011; dolt Availability:

,. , t
;, .1,11.4 0, t ! us..' chi: r*-IIIIItt'd Ci'l(lit) Full 1070

;), 1h ..c : '.t !/, or/ t 1..anger

BE Nt. F

4, 4 ,..! P.. X, I;! t,', The Msnicnurse: A microteaching approach to teacher education.

'.! .' tit ,l'! 1i)/(1


